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is published 12 times sach
year (on or Bbout the 15th

of each monthl by Far
North Cablwision, Ltd.

This publication is
ddicsted to the premiso

that as we are entering ths
?trst century, ancbnt 20th
Gontury notions concerning
borders and boundaries no

long define a person's
horizon. In the air, all

gqrnd ycu, are rnicrowave
rignals carrying messages

of entertainment,
information and education.

Thesa messagcs are
availaHe to anyone willing
to instafl the appropriate
receiving equipment and,
whers' applicable. pay 6
rnonthly or annual fee to

receive the content of
these messages in the
priva$y of their own

home- Welcorne to the
2 l s t cen tu ry -awor ld

without borders, a world
withoul boundariss.

COOP'S COMMENT
Last November there was a management

change at Comet that coincided with
hierarchy shuffl ing already underway at
Foxtel. One of the issues of concern
involved "stock control" or more precisely,
the UEC decoders. At the end of each
calendar month, Foxtel {as well as Austar)
installers, whether they work for Comet or
UCCiAccess TV or whomever, are required
to perform a physical stock take to verify
the status and location of all Foxtel (and

{
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Comet) owned parts. In November, Foxtel had advised Comet (and Comet advised
installers) that no new inventory UEC decoders were planned. This made it mandatory that
decoders that seemed defective or were known to be broken somehow get back to Foxtel
and then UEC for repairs.

In January and February of this year, stock takes pretty much balanced and records
checked. However, by the end of May nearly 1,o00 Foxtel lRDs had come up missing
through Comet and another even larger number through UCC/Access TV. ln June Foxtel
hired an ex-NSW police investigator to head up a new department which has but one
purpose - crack down on missing hardware and identify where it is going.

In NSW there are in Telstra l istings 774 businesses offering "antenna, aerial" and as
often as not "satell i te" installation. In Newcastle's telephone region, alone, gg. Many of
these 774 businesses have recently been receiving telephone calls from someone who is
pretending to be interested in a "satellite system" - a satellite system "without the bother
of subscription." This new Foxtel init iative is a form of entrapment - designed to catch out
people who are peddling MOSC (modified original smart card) run DTH systems built
around the wide spread availabil ity of Goldwafer cards. The same init iative is attending
Sunday Market Swap Meets (where cards and systems have recently been on offer),
stopping in at neighbourhood pubs and asking the barkeep, ,,who woutd ltatk to about a
satellite paY sYstem for my home?" Advertisers appearing in local shopping guides offering
any format of satell i te work or system are being contacted.

Meanwhile back at Comet and UCC/Access TV, new pressures have been applied to the
installation management firms. One threat - sti l l  being considered - is that if Foxtel catches
anyone working for a contract installation firm as an installer who is dealing in grey market
systems or cards, the contract f irm wil l lose all Foxtel business in that state. To drive that
message home, a (NSW) 'Mr Antenna' franchisee was recently caught out minus 28
Foxtel decoders that records indicated he had. First he wil l pay for them (typically A$520
each) and next he wil l never work for Foxtel again.

Foxtel is working through introduction of a newly designed Installer Manual to attempt
enforcement of work (install) standards as well. Last year Foxtel wanted to catch the
attention of installers and told Comet that f ines were to be levied when field inspections
revealed non-conformities on a job. Installers protested and the fines were temporarily
suspended while legal questions raised by installers were sifted. An installer might gross
$75 on an installation. He has understandable animosity towards contractors such as
Comet who are paid $220 for the same job but as the contractor-management firm also
must supply the hardware (less only the set-top box), most accept that the payment
routine is diff icult primarily because of Foxtel rules, not comet policies.

Health and Safety rules, mandating how high you can go, when you use a safety belt,
where the ladder must be secured (to barely scratch those rules) make the installer's l i fe
even more complex. lf an installer follows all of the rules (health/safety/Comet/Foxtel) he
might - might - manage 2 installations a day. lf he shortcuts some rules, and is very good
at what he does, double that. Few manage 4 a day and for those that do, after-installation
field inspections by Foxtel or Comet folks are a constant woFry. Foxtel's view of installers
is akin to a fisherman's association with bait. Use it, when it gets tattered, throw it awav.
Comet, to their credit. is at least trying to mend broken parts.
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Optus Cl and the cross-pole challenge -p. 6
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Humax; 3.000 stolen d-Box 2s - p.26; At Sign-Off:  (Rain fade and customer good wii l  )  _p. 31
-ON THE COVER.

There is something wrong with this installation of a Sky Network (NZ) dish system. Can you spot
the mistake and work out why it increases rain fade? page 6.



L-Band Spectrum Analyzer
. LCD Dkplay with An-Screen Menu
.950*1450 MHz
. +12/l8V LNB pawer
, Partoble, battery and line operated
,3.6 kg (8 Lbs)
. Affordable!

P5A-45A $2,050.00
PSA-458 $2,475.00

PSA-45 Series

2.4 GHz Spectrum Analyzer
. LCD Disploy with On-Screen Menu
.240A-2500 MHz
. Suruey wireless |.y'.N's with ease!
. Greot for all ISM Band 2.4GHz.sources
. Survey antennas avsilsble
. Portqble, bottery and line operated
PSA-2400fi $2J75.OO

SDM-428

Spectrum Display Monitors
. lA.7 MHz,70 MHz, Custam Freqs.
. LCD Disploy with An-Screen Menu
. Single ar dual rock mountoble
. Combo great {ar uplink's ond trucks

ta monitor both L-Band ond lF tagether
. Affordable!
sDM-428 $t,595.00
sDM-428R $t,860.00
SDM-zoA $t,595.00
SDM-70AR $t,860.00SDltl-7OAR with PSA-{5BR

Check out our other P.ortable
PSA-5gA PSA-I?D

Satellite Test Equipment!
P5A-53A P/rR-25D/ICD

. 950-2050 MHz in one sweep

. offret frequency display directly
displays ! C, or Ku {requencies

FSA-3gA 12,8/r5.qt

.5 bands cover I-1750 MHt plus
3.7-4.2 CHz

. Frequency display

PtA-t7o tz,ttTttxl

. 1.1!00 MHz,95o-21o0 MHz

.3 MHz and 50O KHz Res. BW

. Frequency display

PltA-554 t2,7f5.Ut

. Receiver & video monitor in one

.950-2050 MHz input

. Digital frequency lock

. B&ft/ or Color displays available

PIR-25D B&W 31,t95,O0
PIR-2iLCD€olor ll,625.00

soO Southlake Blvd.'Richrnond,VA?3a56/793 Canning Parkway. Victor, NY 14564
Phone: I -804-794-2500 . www.avcomra msey.com . sa les@avcomramsey.comIectfnorogies,
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/ 55l,Uatt Continuous Duty RF OuQut
r/ Frequency ngib - 87.5 to 1o8.0 MHz
y' Temperature and lrS$n probcted
t l2O/24O/12 VltC power with auto b*tery back-up
r' Ceilffiable for licensed operation anywhele in the world

Tu LIt was designed to fill the needs of the low power.or community broadcaster. And we,ve loaded it with standard features tosimpliff setup, and save you.the expense of adding additionar .orponlntr.' set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5 buttons to- access ail parameters - power, frequency, moduldioq and more.' Built-in stereo Senerator-- no need for a separate encoder. of course you can also broadcast in Mono.' Buih in Automatic cain control (AGC) gently "rides the peaks" and sm'oothes out level variations for consistent on the air sound.' Built in "clipper" over-modulation protection keeps you clean and legil.

The 2-line vacuum fluorescent dl.spJav gives you "at-a glance" verification of all parameters. The micro-controller continuously moni-tors frequency, temPerature, deviation, etc. and makeisubtle adjustmuntr on the fly-like u "oirturi. station engineer.

connecting Program sources is simple with two balanced inputs (XtR). For subcarier broadcasters, we provide input for your scAencoder and a pilot output The antenna connection is type uN".

Only t1795.00 USD

Let Us Equip Your Entire Station!
/ Professional Audio Mixer
r/ Professional CD & Tape Decks
r/ Studio Microphones
r/ Studio Monitors
ru High Fower FM Antennas

We Have Everything You Need For your Stotionl
Professional l2 channel stereo audio mixer, balanced and unbalanced inputs
Professional t4 channel stereo audio mixer, balanced and unbalanced inputs
Rack mount kit for MXl202 mixer
Rack mount kit for MX|4O2 mixer
Commercial single bay CD Player, designed specifically for professional studio use, rack mountable
Commercial dual bay CD Player, designed specificalb for piofessional studio use, rack mountable
Prcfessional Dual Cassette Declq dual speed, computerized search makes edits a snap, rack mountable
Shure hand hetd Cardioid Dynamic Microphone
shure Premium cardioid Dynamic.Microphone, desVstand mounted broadcast quality
Self powered studio monitor speaker set l5W subwoofer, two 5W speakers, studio quality
colinear \&rtical omnidirectional FM Antenna, J.4 dB gain, 2fi)w poarer rating
Log Periodic FM Directional Antenna, 7 dB gain, 3o0Vllpower rating

MXr202
MXl402
RMr202
RM1402
PRCDIO
PRCD20
DCD202
BMOI
BMO5
PMSSI
FMA2OO
FMASOO

$4s9.OO
$629.00
sr2.00
$r 2.00

$209.O0
$375.00
$62s.OO
$r07.00
$59s.00
$349.00
fi 15.00
$379.9s

nvcona nnriSey TEcHNdroctEs, llrc
795 Canning Parlway. Victor, Ny 14564
Phone : 1 -7 1 6-924-4560 . wrnnr.highpowerf m.com . sa les@avcomramsey.coml*hnologlos, htc,
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The ansrver is yes
'The July issue wr ercellent! b Bolf Deubel

going to be a regular contributor to STIFACIS . I
hope so!l!"

GU Tahiti
The answsr is no

"l do not cars how a ilokia works but appreciate
there are people out thers who do caro. The July
issue was a 0ot.s0 subtle slido into a groy area
which does not pleasa m0. I also notic'ed the
magrzine's subscription card now lists the priee in
Euros . the neru univsrsal Europern currency. Does
all of this suggsst something rbout SaIFAGTS
rafocusing its attention away from our part of the
world?"

lF,0ueenslad
As long as lhe banner on the front cover reads

"Reporting on the wodd of satsllite tehvision in the
Pacific and Asia" you can resi assured there is no

secret plan at w0* t0 slide the m4azine's forus off to
Europe - or anyplace else.

Caveat Erptor
"Some biped calling himsall fuhar Abbas has

niclod mo for A$1,000 by offaring a'decoder that
doar averything' - it fuas rof. lt ls my fault for
being m trusting."

XX, WA
At $50 a month for Foxtel, $1,000 is the equivalent

of 20 months. We fail to see where the 'baryain' even
a0peared.to.be. here.

linux Rules
"l barely understand my PG but appreciate it

must have an Operrting System {0S} and Windorvs
from ltlicrosoft appears t0 d0 that. What is Linux
and how is it different?"

Ar. ilsl|,
Microsoft has a claimed 95% of the

softwarelmiddleware 0perating System marketplace.
lmagine how your wodd might be if Rryert Murdoc{r

controlled 95% of all 0f the TV sets in the world, linux
is a'share ware"( or, frcoly available to anyonel

alternative 0S whic-tr means a $1,000 (your cost) PC
does nol include $250 going to Microsoft if it comes
with Linux {thereby reducing the cost of the PC to
$7501. Linux onter$ 0u world primarily through the

German.brsd 68o1 2 because the folks designlng the
"ahernats' software for sane have stayed totally away
fiom any Microsoft in prefelence to usilrg Lirux share

wa]e.
DVDlPlavstation ruhs relued

"An Australian foderal court has rulsd it is not
illegal to commercially modily DVll players or
Playstations s0 thoy Gan [se discs sourced from
outsids the country. What does this msan lor
pay.TV crrds sourced ebawhere?"

David L, ]{SW
Only that flrdifylng receivers would no longer appear t0
be a grey area. Calds, on the other hand, are probdly

not aflected by the ruling.

UPDATE
@

UOD'video 0n demand. lt works this way. Cable operators create "servers"

which are high capacity hard ddves capable of recording dozens of separate movies.
Viewers contact {telephone 0r through two.way cable using their remote) t0 request
a specific movie at a specific time, for a fee - like going to the corner video store
without leaving ynar cnuch. The server "streams" the requested video on a digital
encrypted channel from the cable headend to the horp. Downside - ths same movie
goes out t0 every cable home simultaneously but the encryption keeps it secure from
all except the ordedng home. Unless there are "cable pirates" on line who have
worked out how to decrypt the V00 streams from their own couches. Each "stream"

is a revenue producer - connecting one specific movie at a specific time t0 one
designated home's decryption capable set-top box. In 1994 a ssrver-stream cost
US$10,000 which meant the cable operator had to generate many times $10,000
per strcam in revenue to pay fol the server + the movie itself which he leases from a
distribution company. Streaming technology has developed rapidly . 1,000 "streams"

per server was maximum in in 2000, today supplier n0ube has up to 6,500 streams
per seruer at a cost of US$600 per stream, greatly reducing the revenue that must
he generated per stream to pay for the fancy system. Next generation seruers will
offer up to 30,000 "streams" per seruer. Stream? lf house "A" chooses "Gone With
the Wind'at 8.0lPM and house "B" selects "Men in Black-lf at 8.01PM, that's two
streams in use. Further downside - servers get bigger, offedng more concurrent
streams, but the cost per stream only comes down when the cable operator has a
huge audience buying lots of movies. Could you do this by satellite? Nope . each
stream is a standard digital-compressed "channel" which means standard limitations
apply - perhaps 1 2 to 1 6 "streams" per transponder, no different than today's
FoxtellAustarlSky NZ "streams."

AGGG approves "modified" Playstations and DVD playsrs. An Australian
Federal Court apparently has approved the "modification" 0f DVD players and
Playstations which allow them to routinely play non.Australian market DVDs and
Playstation games. The $30-$45 modification "corrects" players allowing them t0
use discs intended for other "regions" of the world .such as Europe or ilorth
America which Australian law currently allows individuals t0 import for their own
private use (however, commercial resale 0f such discs by Australian retailers is still a
grey alea and some have been punished for "wholesale importation" of discs for
resale purposes). ACCC's controyersial head, Professor Alan Fels, told press, "Ifib

court decision is the first one in the world wltich has gone the consuner's way."Fels
believes the decision will drive down Playstation game and 0V0 moyie pricing in
Australia t0 the benefit of consumers. Downside? The same player.mod also allows
people t0 play "pirated" discs as well.

lrdeto Accoss Asia Pacific has changed locations; now at Suite 2, Level 16. 275
Alfred St, North Sydney 2060 tel 61.2.9957 3388 and fax 61.2 9957 5188 (those
contact numberc have not changed). 0uedes to Ali Bakx, Asia Pacific Administration
Manager.

Retired from U.$. military, State Department? lf you know somebody who is,
they qualify for AFRTSIDTS TV and radio service. Details 0n p. 20.

Austar funds nearly gone. Austar's (remaining) ca$h.on.hand fund dropped from
A$43 million at end of first quarter to under A$15 million 0n June 30th suggesting
... well, what is left may not last much longer {Galaxy ll?}.



P enta a Premium performer
Fracarro penta Ku band offset dish antennas work better thanthe,competitors two ways. Thanls to precision oiOesign, higher gainand narrower beamwidth exceed the performan.. of .*orp.lnng 

- ---

dishes, The unique 5 sided shape drarnati.uffy,.*.., side lobespl{:*T.? eliminating interference frorn oth., ,ut Uites. Why usea l05cm dish when apentag5 worla better?
l0 piece Trade pacla minimise shipping costsl INBF mounts60, 40 and 23mm bincluded. ascn peniasiani 6tcm pmta

Digit, available now with matching single anJ dualpol. INBF,s thatoptimise that performance.
iVez DFp8s dual lnbf mount pennits one pet

sateltites u, th;;;;G;, reducing roof cluner! rffiTjlfr:Tl LaCffi
and 83 or Ct. primaMatch single uoA AuA our IN;F,s avaslablet e3) g7B3 23BS

IUEWDiSEqC
Switches

9164D 4 x LNB inputs to I output DiSEqG 2.O Wea$en noofst2cw 2 x LNB inputs,to r output Dieil 2.6 iiJlilil#-",9t66A 4xLNBat x5_860iH;_p"oto I ourputDiSEqc2.O9ft5 cenerare potarisa.ion g.ii-piiiii" & or option comands

Access 4 or more [MF's transparently with any DiSEqC receiver
with our newpremium quality European DiSEqC switches.

From $19. plus GST wholesale discount io, ootrr*.
" DiSEqC deails @ http:l/wlryeutelsat.conl/satellires/4_4*5.html

@!!
T sales@

Laceys,.w
(03) 9783 2358

Measure Digital and fuialogue
UNAOHM Ep 3000 and DaTirml0 arc ncutop of the line and entry level Tvinstruments that measure Digtar and Anarogue witrr reliabirityand precision, uNAoHM,s70 yeu old pedigree of design, caribration ina support is included_ Bit Error Rates,

:ff:ttrflTl1 
signa ro Noise rarios rna, rr"riof anarogue tunctions have madeUnaohm the instrument of choice

for installers from Aberdeen m
Auckland.

T sales@

Laceys,.tv
(03) 9783 2388



1998 SaIFACTS?
"Gan anyone help with locating for ou library

copies of SaIFAGTS for February and April 1998?"
Bruce Simmons, Skandia Electronics, 183
Burwood Road, Hawthorn, Vic 3122, Australia

With the Septcrnber issue we begin year 10 of this
publication. Complete sets from the first issue are rare
and recently on eBay a 90 issue set sold for US$450.

We provitled Bruce with a copy of March 1998, the last
"spare" one we had on the shefues.

Black scrcen
"Channel 7's 'srclusiye' covorage of the

llanchester Commonwsalth Gamss uyar
inturuptrd the evening ol July 26th urith a totslly
blan* I grey screen being telecast lor nerrly 30
minutee The amaeing psrt . not that lt happrnad
tut thot lor the entire tamo, oobody rt 7 thought
to rticl up a'Phase standby . tochnical difficulty'
ann0unoemont 0n the screen!"

NS, NSW
Possibly tlere n as n0 amouncement bscarse the

farlt occured after a point where an announcemenl
c,ouM be inserted in lial of the progranming.

Anofter 0ptus tlil ffA
'Globocast (rr-ilsdiarat Sydnsyl hos adrhd TBtl

firinity Broadcastin0 iletworl) to their 12.336 83
bouquet. fhe immsdiats rffect sl this will bs TBII
beomss tirsl-time availabls to omrll homo dishes
00-90cm) throughout Austrelia and ilew Zealandl;
dishes small enough they can bo instrlled withont
a building permit or f,erource Uanagement
hasslss. Before the end of Auguct, tha programme
server used to feed this seivice is scheduled to be
rolormttt0d such that programming arriveg in
Auckland or Sydney mors in llng with the local
time ot day (presently the feed is schedulcd
around USA tims zoner which means what rvs see
rt 8PM Auctland or 6Pil Sydney ic rctually
slanted at IAM USA west c08sl or 4AM USA caaf
corst). That will straighten out ths rppsaraocs 0t
childrsn's showe in local prime time and primo
tima well after most folks havo gono to bsd out
here. "

0wen &nnex, Tdnity Broadcasting iletwo*
.sunneropardise.mt.nz

This all-English'fanily ciannel' progranning shurld
in fact resuh in a modest burst in new sptem sdes
activity in both cormtries, TBtrI was odgindly knoum m
the 'hurn of itinerilt preachus" and the 'nsssage'

was basically, "send me mney.' In tfte last year it has
changed the schsdule significatly and whih ouart
religion is not gone. the cmtont has mellowed to th
point lftat approximatefi half their sdeduh is lust plain
'TV' and pretty good TV at that. The Globelltthdiasat
service is as noted on 12.336v1 sr 30.M, FEC 43,
MCPC chamel I with Video PID 1660, Audb 1620,
PMT 5006 and ECM 6006 (yes, SA PowsrUu
numbersl. A FTA MPEG-2 based 90cm dish hstall for
this ougftt to fetci around A$1,500 includlng l$our.
Senior citizen cars c€nlres, religious.based rdrools,
Baptist fld othel Protestail $uches, orunercid
hshcs$ss ryith strong-t8ith owners atd indiuiduals
boking for an oscape from moden commercial
tolouision ae all 'sales targe{s." We cary TBN on our
cdle system ad find it is popular with fdks ovsr 60 in
particula.

Missing decodsn? Insiders buzzing about rumoured A$rU0,000 "bill" sent to
Comet $atellite & Cable by Foxtel for sizeable quentity 0f "missing" sst-top units
Comet cannot account for {Comet in turn is demanding installers produce missing
units ff pay for them). Foxtel's new piracy investigator Mark Muheady, ex.NSW
police, is looking for leads (03-9200 11301 to locate cracks in Comet's eontrol 0f
inventory which Foxtelbelieves is going into greylblack market at up t0 A$2,000 per
system complets with scamrned'Gold Card." lt may not only be Comet personnel
involved - U00lAccess TV also reportedly has been asked t0 explain more than A$1m
in "unaccounted-f0r" inventory. Foxtel is "seilous" about closing these cracks!
Missing #?. German police have nabbed a Spanish citizen operating out of

Hamburg and an ltalian in Munich charying them whh theft of thousands of
(programmer Premiere owned) d-Box 2 lR0s. The SBox 2 is especially attractive
because it can be modified t0 use "0pen Source" operating system LINUX which in
tum allows software t0 operate the IRD without a smart card t0 function. e-Bay
auctions have bsen offering d-Box 2s for around 300.350 Euro recently.

Ultimate installer meter? Peter lacey is iustifiably proud of his brand new
available DaTum l0 which allows you t0 hold in your hand an instrument to quantify
digitalsatellite, digital terrestdal and "old fashioned" analogue as well. This is a nifty
item someone has designed yery well . one feature that lumps out is the ability to
monitor up t0 seven (Tlterestrial TV channels simultaneously (see them all)so that
as you probe for the best terrestrial signal levels, you can see when all ol the
ehannels are up, not merely the one you happened lo be tuned to with a conventional
instrument. 0etails from (61-3) 9783 2388 or Email tq peterl@laceys.tv.

Hand picled Sarts. SaIFACTS #95 touched a sensitive nerve . hundreds of letters
and Emails fiom folks who want to know more about tuming their Nokia 92195 and
d-Boxl series IRD into moru yersatile machines. Now that we have Rolf Deubel
creating Nokia-mod information 0n a regular basis (see p. 15), one of the firct
chalhnges is locating the parts required to make changes. Deubel went into the
marketplace and located 100.lot pricing on RAMs, sockets and a variety of parts
which will be essential for future-scheduled projects {yes .including the 54102). But
processing orders from RSA is a pain in the butt (even shipping stuff there is a
complicated procedure). So for the time being , The SaIFACTS Parts $tore will be
supplying otherwise difficult to locate parts direct fiom New Zealand. Anyone who is
in the "real" parts business wishing to taks over this "sxtra workload" {which we
certainly don't need herel should contact us directly about the procsss. For now, see
p.30 advertisement.

llusieGountrl. lt won't do any good of course but Music0ountry.UsA is asking
viewers t0 protest Austar {and 0ptus cable} plans to drop theh USA based channel 1
$eptember. Pfea faxed t0 viewsrs notes,"four oporatw has announced their
intention to stup hnadcasting MusicCountry 0n Septenber I and replace it with the
all Anerican Sports Channel ESP[!." Strarqely, ESPII is akeady well established
fixture on Austar {channel 24}. Music0ountry is actually now STC or the Soundtrack
Channel which gradually eroded Music0ountry "Gontefi" fiom mid.Mamh in favour
of somebody's concept of a sure.file "winnor" .Bxttacts fiom movie musicals lolled
into a full-time TV channel. Plea for support is headlined, "A Demonstration of People
Power is lleeded Now!!!" ln fact, it would appear the peEle have ahegdy spoken.
And the futura of $TC through PAS-8? Losing Australia, not good. Another useless
9223 which SA won't help you reconfigurc for another service.

UPDATE

I AUGUST 15' 2OO2 i



THE GIANT KILLER
SRT 2620
FREE TO AIRDIGITAL
Super sensitive tuner
Picture in picture menu
Full connections on rear panel
All DiSEqC features inc positioning
3000 TV and 1000 Radio channels

ALL THE FEATURES YOU WANT AT A BARGAIN PRICE

SEE YOUR DEALER FOR YOUR SPECIAL INTRO PRICE

. wA NoRSAT 08 94s1 83oo

.etD NATtoNwtDE ANTENNA sysrEMS 07 32s22g47
ovc srRoNG AUsr 03 9ss3 3399
Thefull range of strong quality prodacts is availablefrom the above dealers.

Now Available in New Zealand!
Contact Hil ls Industries, 52 Ash Road Wiri Auckland 1701

-f-__ /

OIVG/*a'aen?zi-ffe*-
(J PTYLTD

262 3052
<-v

Unit 2, 1-3 Westpool Drive, Hallam, Vicioria 3803. Austratis
Tet: +61 3 8795 7990 - Fax: +61 3 8795 7991



Optus Cl and Cross Pole:
Careless installs that will eat your lunch

It is one of the "basics" of
satellite installatiou cross-pole
isolation. And unforhmately,
installers are often doing a bad job
of it. Foxtel is worried, Austar is
concemed, Optus is back to the
drawing boards and it is effecting
when - if - new replacement
satellite Cl will be launched.

All modern satellites use and
then reuse the satellite downlink
(space to earth) frequency
spectrum. We label this "frequency

reuse" in a convenient shorthand
calling one set of sigrals "vertical"

and the other "horizontal" when
what we really mean is for every
transponder transmitting on one
polarisation there is another using a
nearly identical frequency on the
opposite polarity. Up at the

LOOK down into a dual-polarity Ku LNB's
waveguide throat and this is what you will

see - two tiny "probes" each voltage
sefectable l+14, + 18) at the receiver.

Gettins your poles crossed isn't nice

that concerns the
programmers because when Optus
Cl replaces 83 at some still
undetermined future date, for the
first time in Australia there will be
the potential for installer error to
really degrade customer reception.
Why? Because for the fnst time
Foxtel and Austar homes will be
switching between vertical and
horizontal polarised sigrals when
they change services with their
remote control. And for the first
time, the respective vertical and
horizontal transponders will lay
almost on top of one another in
ftequency use (and reuse). In
short, the margin for installer error
will be uncomfonably small;
significantly smaller than it is now.
the adjustment

satellite, Bl and B3 satellite desigrrers went to extraordinary
care to ensure that when originates in vertical is not in anyway
contaminated by what is simultaneously fansmitted using
horizontal. The Bl and 83 transmission "specs" call for 3340
dB of "isolation" between the two polarities (or "poles" in
shorthand). What that number means is that if you were right
at the satellite in space and measured the output signl's level
or strength using one polarisation, the opposite polarity at that
location would be -33140 dB in strength.

For many years, dwing the "analogue period," satellite
system designers believed that opposite poles should have a
minimum of 24 dB "isolation" between one another. This was
based upon laboratory measurements where two unrelated
signals were connected simultaneously to a receiver and
engineers closely inspected the reception on a monitor
searching for visual signs of image degradation under a wide
variety of "modulation" conditions. In the worst case, they
found, if the desired signal was 24 dB stronger than the
undesired sigral simultaneously received on the test receiver,
there was no perception of interference between the two. Thus
if one was installing a receiving system on earth and a vertical
signal was 24 dB stronger at the receiver than the opposite
pole horizontal signal, all would be well.
At the receiver

No matter how carefully the
satellite maintains a specified
"isolation" between the vertical and
horizontal transmissions, the guy
on the ground making an
installation can screw up the
isolation by being careless with the
adjustment of his antenna feed
system. And this is the weakness

Polarisation selection at the receiving dish is accomplished
by positioning the LNB(f) properly. A modem LNB(D has two
probes inside of the LNB "waveguide cavity" sitting behind
the feed segment. The user selects which "probe" (antenna) is
connected to the receiver through the receiver / decoder's
software program. For example, supplying +14 volts to the
LNB selects one (call it vertical) while +18 volts selects the
second probe (call it horizontal). But this selection process
makes an assumption which only works if the installer has
adjusted the LNB(f) properly - that the vertical probe is
"aligned" to respond to the vertically polarised incoming
signal and vice versa. The probe in the LNB is a miniature Ku
(or C) band "antenna." The physical alignment of the probe
antenna must correspond to the incoming wave polarisation.

Using a signal level meter or spectrum analyser or BER
meter for an install tells you when there is maximum signal or
signal quality (BER). Seemingly, if you adjusted (rotate) the
LNB(D while watching such a device for indication of best
sigral, that would simultaneously also be "best cross pole
isolation."

How does that work? As the LNB(D is rotated in its
mounting collar in a circle, each time the connected probe
passes through alignment with the incoming signal, the signal

will "peak" in level / quality. If you
are connected to the designated
horizontal probe and you peak the
LNB(f) for maximum horizontal
signal from the horizontal probe, in
theory the vertical signal will at that
point be minimised. Why?

Because inside of the LNB's front
end cavity there are
each 90 degrees

fwo
in

probeso
physical

desired pole peak cross pole null



alignment from the other. When
the maximum sigral is found on
horizontal, switching to the
opposite prok should find
maximum signal on vertical as
well - one adjustrnent suits both
polarities.

That's theory. ln practice, life is
a tad different and this is where
installers who have been less than
careful in making their polarity

--,f-

rotation adjustnents are heading for perhaps massive
call-backs when Cl comes on line. Here's the problem.

The probe antenna has two
very different "responses" to a
polarised input. The first
response is how it reacts to a
sigral polarised the sarne way as
the probe itself. The second
response is to signals aniving in
the opposite polarity. A probe
that is horizontal with respect to
the horizontally polarised
incoming signal has a broa{
"fat" response whereas the same
probe's response to the opposite
polarity sigral is very "thin." We
diagram that above. What this
tanslates to in your hands is this:

1) You may be able to shift
(rotate) the LNB(f) through up to
+/- l0 degrees and see very little
(or no) change in the "maximum

sigral" indication with your
metering equipment when
measuring the desired
polarisation.

2) But if you were
simultaneously monitoring the
change in signal level for the
non-desired (opposite) polarity,
the signal level in the +/- l0
degree rotation could easily
change by l0 to 15 dB. And
that's a bunch.

I simultaneously received, one dish
equipped with an orthomode

ffi ::#iUT#if i;fiH:,t".frlt
mechanical desigrr based upon waveguide segments, the

orthomode device separates the
vertical from the horizontal and
delivers each independently to its
orlm LNB. ftho-mode "couplers"
(signal separators) have two
"ports" or outputs with a single
input. The feed itself is
polarisation neutral. One of those
ports is "sfraight through" while
the second is "coupled." The
straight through port always has a
Iower opposite port isolation
"value" (dB number) than the
"coupled" port.

Which means in the case of the
NT, where the vertical signals are
stronger than the horizontal, that a
proper installation should use the
straight through port for horizontal
and the coupled port for vertical.

Why? Because at the coupled
port you will have maximum
isolation from the opposite
polarity (i.e. the vertical sigrrals
will be fi.rther udown' relative the
horizontal signals). There will be

a slight fade off- by sending the
weaker horizontal sigrrals to the
coupled port, there will in fact also
be slightly less horizontal signal
present there than at the straight
through port; a maximum of I dB.

The real world. The 83 satellite
is approaching an aged situation.
And although Optus is likely to
deny the following, it is true (as
verified by more than 18 months
of careful measurements). 83 is
no longer unconditionally
axis-stable. Picture it sitting off in
space above tle equator tying its
best to remain totally fixed in a
spot. But it is subjected to
pressures from the solar winds and
gravitational pulls from both the
earth and the moon. Every day for
the past 18 months or so it has
routinely begun to "rock" on its
axis - like a rocking chair on its
mnners. This rocking motion is

In other words, it is seldom
possible (unless you me just
dumb lucky) to adjust for
maximum desired polarisation
signal and actually minimise the
opposite polarity at the same
time.
Some practical examples

Northern Tenitory use of
Optus 83 horizontal signals is
marginal at best; dishes for
Austar (for example) must be
sizeable (2.4m and larger) and
this wursi the primary reason
behind Austar's attempt to serve
Darwin and surrounds with a
cable television system - dishes
for home reception are not

0.5 dB

a l O d B
change

Atlantic Microwave vertical/horizontal ortho
coupler separates two polarities for separate

feeds to individual LNBs. But the "isolation" is
better on the coupled port than direct port.

V, H input
from
satellite

direct port -
minimum iso

coupled port
maximum isolation

practical there. At the same time,
Optus 83 vertical signals are quite
healthy in the NT. Which creates a
further challenge to effective 83
horizontal reception - "balancing"

the stronger vertical and the weaker
horizontals.

At sites where both are?
disired \?

undesired



WHEN 83 horizontal signals are "down" at a
location and vertical is "up" it becomes more

difficult to "null" the unwanted vertical signals.
Here, two narrow-width signals on left of fatter

MCPC broader signal are vertical sneaking through
the orthomode coupler's horizontal port. lf you can
"see" (d€toct) opposite pole signals on a spectrum

analyser, you've got reception problems.

affected by this abnormal behaviour you might run to the dish
around 0400UTC (l.30AM NT!) and adjust the feed by a few
run counter clockwise to correct for the satellite's rotation.
Unfortunately, approximately 4 hows later you would then
have to go back to the dish and return the feed the same few
mm back clockwise to return the system to "norrnal" operation.

What this illustrates is that the digital sigpals on opposite
polarities are extremely susceptible to cross-pole interference.
And if the LNB(f) has not been adjusted properly when the
dish was installed, you can expect problems. What kind of
problems? First ofl if you connect a spectrum analyser to the
LNB line you may see (1) a reduction in the desired polarity
signal(s), and simultaneously, (2) an increase in the opposite
polarity signals. If helps of course to know what the display
looks like when the system is working properly, as a reference
comparison for when it is not working. When this happens, the
desired signals when subjected to interference will "tile" or
drop out totally - either because they are now weaker or
because there is interfering data coming from the opposite
polarisation. Or both.

This category of problem is forecast to become more
sipificant with Cl than with 83. Not because Cl is
anticipated to "rock" (it should not for the frst five years) but
because the alignment of the polarisations will be more critical
when we have a "closer spacing" between operating centre
frequencies on opposite polarity services. With Foxtel
announcing a plan to utilise as many as 12 transponders, they
will be on both polarisations simultaneously. Isn't that the
same as having Austar/Foxtel on horizontal (as with B3) and
Optus on vertical? Not quite. The present frequency alignment
between vertical and horizontal has been optimised to
minimise this cross-pole-leak condition. The new Cl satellite,
based upon the preliminary data released, will not mirror 83 in
that regard. All of which suggests that carelessly installed 83
installations (whether for horizontal or vertical) with less than
spot-on polarisation nulling will be subject to user problems.

Note: This is a separate problem from that which involved a
Hills brand LNB(! about a year ago. In that situation, the
carier to noise ratio (CA[R) was in question (with a particular
LNB). Our concern here is with the CAR or carier to
interference ntio.

very slow, but at the extremes of the motion the satellite is
shifting several degrees away from the called-for alignment
with earth.

What this does in NT and other disadvantaged locations is
rotate the polarisation being received. The vertical and
horizontal signals simultaneously rotate as measured from a
receiving site by as much as +/- 3 degrees. Now for normal
users and uses, this rotation of polarisation is not a problem.
But if you are in NT or another similar location where the
vertical side signals are already sfonger than the horizontal,
and you have not been especially careful in adjusting the "null"

of the vertical signal polarity, this 3 degree satellite rotation
will move the incoming wave fronts such that your "null

notch" for vertical is now no longer inside ofthe very narrow
"kill vertical" spot. The satellite, by the way, is creating this
unwanted polarisation shift between 0400 and 0800UTC and
the shift is counter clockwise. Of course if you are a party

CARELESS NZ installs. Note position of LNB(f) case. B1 vertical peak, horizontal null occurs around 7 on
clock face, not just "after 6" or "close to 8." NZ installers get away with being careless because presently
there is nothing on B1 Hz side coming into country from satellite. But signal is stil l lost by carelessness and

important rain-fade margin reduced (see p. 31).
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Receiver review

MediaStar's D-l 0
does things we can't write about

MediaStar's DlO receiver was first shown during
Melbourne's SPRSCS 2001 show. It is a FTA plus conditional
access regime digital receiver with unusually powerful
features. some of which we are well advised to not detail here.
What we will tell you about is that it has embedded technolory
that allows you to recover (with appropriate smart card
inserted) the four channel (3 encrypted) "Middle East
Bouquet" (3836Vt), Optus Aurora and other Irdeto family
encoded transmissions.

First impressions. In an era when many satellite receivers
have the look and feel of a lightweight Frisbee, the DlO comes
out of the shipping caxton with the heft of a "real radio." Metal
in lieu of plastic, strong metal that goes against the trend.
Removing the cover for an inside inspection reveals the
considerable refinement that has gone into this product (p. l2).

MediaStar provides memory preloading for typically an
I1.300 local oscillator LNB in LNB position "A" and 5.150 in
position "B." This gets you started for both Ku (l 1.300) and C
(5.150) customised searching. In the unit we received for test,
the receiver was also preloaded with 12.407Vt (Aurora),
l2.n6Vr (MediaStar), l2.3l3Hz (pay-TV - this transponder
carries the NIT or Network Information Tables for the full
range of pay services and features an easy to remember Sr at
30.000), as well as C-band's European Bouquet (4.000 Hz).
This relatively minor preload will with suitable dish and cards
create approximately 250 channels of service (radio and TV
combined). Expansion of the memory to include other services
is straight forward as the "menu tree" (below) suggests.

l) Access main menu by selecting "menu" on remote
2) Scroll and select "installation"

3) Enter password (default is 9949)

done, it becomes a part of the SR data base for future searches.
Next is "Network Settings" and here they want to know the
downlink frequency. This creates a sub-memory for the
specific transponder to be subsequently scanned (accessed).
Network setting is your "home file" for a specific transponder.

Scanning. Here is something long ago tried but seldom done
proper$. Selecting the "scan" services presents two choices:
(l) "Band Scan" which automates a full 950 - 2150 (MHz)
L-band search, or, (2) "Network Scan" which looks for the
specific transponder you selected in the previous steps. Band
Scan is one of lhose, "Gee we wish we hqd such a program
built-in," desires than many enthusiasts opt for. Our prior
experience with this feature (SF#79, p. l0) was someplace
between miserable and barely acceptable. The real enthusiasts
have gone to a DVB2000 subroutine with a Nokia receiver and

4) Scroll, select
"tuning"

5) In sequence,
select and enter the
appropriate LNB data
for the transponder
you wish added to
memory (four separate
LNB data memory
positions are
definable), then the
symbol rate (SR - see
table in any issue of
SatFACTS). The DlO
does something
interesting here - there
axe default symbol
rates in memory of
22.000, 27.500 and
29.900. In this data
enfiy position you are
asked ifa new addition
is required. Once

anything other than this
approach involves
some frustration. And
the Dl0? Someplace in
t h e m i d d l e - a b u s y
satellite (As3, As2,
PAS-2) can take three
+ hours to work
through. The DlO does
not give you the ability
to specify "margins"

(lowest L-band start
frequency, highest
L-band stop frequency)
- it runs the 950 - 2150
range once you select
"Band Scan" and press
uOK" and that's too
bad as few of us want
to scan more than a
segment of this wide
range (more exactly,
950-1450 for example).
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Australia Sa tellite Sys tems
satellite Equipments & Accessories one stop supermarket

ARION 3300E digital receiver
C & Ku band input
PAUNT$C auto converter
>3000 channels
DiSEqC1.0/1.2 control
TV /CR Scart & RCA outputs
$270

NextWave 2200F digital receiver
C & Ku band input
PAUNTSC auto converter
>3000 channels
Picture in picture EPG
DiSEqC1.0/1.2 control
TVruCR Scart & RCA outputs
$240
SPACE 2300 digital receiver
C & Ku band input
>2AAA channels
DiSEqCl .1lz2Kcontrol
TVruCR & RCA outputs
$170

Full range of C/Ku band satellite dish - panel & mesh, prime & offset, from 45cm to 3.6m
Full range of G/Ku LNBF - Dual output, one cabte solution, C/Ku combination
Full range of actuator - From 12', light to 36" heavy duty
SuperJack E22000 Positioner & V-Box
2.4 GHz AV sender and Remote extender
RG6 Cable and Motor cable
Full range of satellite accessories

All above price are excluding GST and freight charge. More discount for buck buyer

Optus Aurora Kit
Humax 54102 Receiver
11.3 GHz Ku LNBF
90cm dish (FoxtelApp.)
Wall mount bracket
$750lset
Aurora card $105

LBC, ART, Al Jazeera Kit
Space 8800a (lrdeto embedded)
Receiver
PBI 5.150 GHz C-band LNBF
1.8m panel dish
$650/set
Subscription fee $3O/month*- Condition apply

Free to air kit
lncluding dish, LNBF, digital
receiver, etc.
Start from $3>o< to $9xx

HUMAX 54002 Receiver
lrdeto V2.06 embedded
Two common interface slot
C & Ku band input
PAUNTSC auto converter
>3000 channels
DiSEqC1.0/1.2 control
TVruCR Scart & RGA outputs
$695
HUMAX 54102 Receiver
lrdeto V2.06 embedded
C & Ku band input
PAL/NTSC auto converter
>3000 channels
DiSEqC1.0/1.2 control
TVruCR Scart & RCA outputs
$530
SPACE 8800a Receiver
lrdeto V2.09 embedded
C & Ku band input
DiSEqC1.0 control
TV /CR Scart & RCA outputs
$350

Melbourne
LevelOne, 358 Whitehorse Rd.
Nunawading
Phone: (03) 9878 7A26
Fax : (03) 9894 4888

Sydney
74 Parramatta Rd.
Homebush
Phone: (A4 9746 6866
Fax : (02) 9746 8878

* THIS MONTH SPEaIAL *
SupperPowerJack Actuator $50.00 (rncrudins csr) SPACE (psl) 2.3m Mesh dish $1g0 (incrudins Gsr)

Come To Us For Your Besf Deals
19"

Major lmporter In Australia



MAIN menu access leads you (as shown in diagram on p.1O) to sub-menus fleft photo). Signal quality is one
of the real subroutines of value, actually showing BER (bit error rate) of reception which makes an excellent

tool for installation peaking (right hand photo) including cross-pole nulling (see p. 6).

Sorting
Once a scan is completed (whether Network or Band) the

receiver does a sort placing channel designations into an
alphabetical list. As Jacob Keness of MediaStar correctly
points out, once to this stage you can use the "Deselect" list
menu to rearrange channels as you wish - placing the most

viewed ones, for example, at the start of the list (takes less
time to locate them when you are doing a channel change).

Let's say you are watching SBS SE through Aurora. And
want to switch to one of the Middle East Bouquet channels
from PAS-2. The receiver knows in memory the parameters
for each, including which LNB (from the four possible) to
switch "on." Of course Aurora requires one Irdeto format caxd

INTERIOR chassis of D1O is extremely well laid out making service work (assuming a service manual is ever
made available!) a piece of cake. Written manual is complete (evenl) including solar outage warning.
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while the Middle East
package (such as
LBC) requires a
different Irdeto card.
From the menu you
would select LBC,
pop the Aurora card
out of the smart card

channel so set-top
modulators must be at
least last channel-in-
use+2 andpreferably
next channel-in-use
minus 2 (channels) as
well. (See SF July
2002, Soapboxp.29)

slot and pop in the Middle East Irdeto (2) card.
Adding

The fifth choice within the "Tuning Setting" sub-menu
involves the quick addition (or editing-change) of a new
transponder. The menu here is quite unique but requires prior
knowledge of the ful1 transponder parameters. You specifi the
LNB selection, polarity (which will as required direct the
receiver's LNB polarisation switching voltage to the
appropriate antenna probe), the frequency (in C or Ku, not L),
Symbol Rate. Then if you know the numbers, the video, audio,
PCR and even TT (teletext) PIDs. Pushing the P+ button on
the remote sends the receiver into a search and load routine for
that specific transponder or service. A similar routine is
available for adding or editing radio service channels.
SCART and outputs

The TV SCART socket (rear panel; above) provides menu
selections between RGB, Composite and S-VHS. The VCR
SCART has two options - Composite and S-VHS. When
either SCART is in use, pin 8 of the socket can be menu
toggled between "signal detection" on or off.
Modulator

The UHF output (modulator) is pre-programmed with PAL
B/G (B : 625 lines, 7 MHz channel width, [FM] audio +5.5
MHz reference video/vision carrier while G is 8 MHz
bandwidth, other parameters the same), PAL-I (l: 625 lines, 8
MHz channel width, [FM] audio +5.996 MHz reference
video/vision carrier), and PAL-M (a confusing standard as it
essentially emulates NTSC system M: 525 lines, 6 MHz
channel width, [FM] audio + 4.5 MHz reference video/vision
carrier). Modulator channelling follows PAL G from channel
2l to 69 (21 : 471.25, 69 = 855.25 in 8 MHz steps). The
default here is channel 38 (607.25).

Some installers report increasing problems with default
settings on modulators. Consumers somehow mange to get
their set-top box units back onto a default UHF channel, which
as often as not is a source for or subject to off-air (UHF TV
broadcast) interference. Set-top box "modulators" are double
sideband, which means they do not "cleanly" occupy a single 7
or 8 MHz channel width. Rather, double sideband creates
interference which falls on the next lower (teneshial) TV

E0MING: In near-future issues of SaIFACTS!
> The 54102 - "Myths" corrected!

> FatCAM to MultiCam - step by step
do-it-yourself instruction

F Hexadecimal for Dummies - now you WILL
understand the programming language

F d-Box 2 loaded with Neutrino. The ultimate
satellite IRD with a built-in LCD display screen?

> The Language of Dieital - a cornmon sense
explanation describing how system commands

work between IRD, CAM and smart card

Specifications
The DlO offrcial model number is ZDX-711l and it has the

following parameters:
1) 950 to 2150MHz
2) DiSEqC 1.0 plus 22KHz
3) Data rate from 2 to 45 Mb/s

4) Video signal to noise claims 55 dB. This is a rather
idealistic, seldom attained in practice, number (52 dB is more
approachable). It means that through a SCART (or companion
Video RCA socket) the baseband video will have 55 dB more
signal than noise. [t does not mean that through the UHF
modulator the demodulated RF video signal to noise will
approach 55 dB (48 dB is a more likely number).

5) Memory: RAM 4 Mbytes;Flash 2 Mbytes; Non-volatile 4
Kby.tes.

6) L-band input connections - loop through
7) Powering 90-260 V AC, 50 to 60 hertz (a robust but fairly

standard SMPS design)
8) Cunent use 40 watts (a tad high or perhaps they have not

measured it accurately; after 7 days of continuous operation,
the impressive metal case was very comfortable to lay a hand
upon).

9) Weight 3 kgs (remember the heavy duty metal case).
Performance

Some folks believe we give "approval marks" to any
receivers submitted for test. One has to go back no further than
SF#79 to see otherwise. Some folks also believe we give
"approvals" in return for advertising support. The same issue
just cited cost us all future advertising from Astrx; the Hong
Kong firm behind the receiver tested. We'd rather be honest
than ply the advertisers (current or potential) with glossy
reports. That said:

This is a good quality IRD - here's how we rate it.
Sensitivity. Good, not the best. On a scale of 0 - 10, 8.
Stability: Excellent (lose a sigral in a rain fade, it holds the

setting and comes back on without further attention).
Video quality: Good, not the best; 7+.
Channel changing: Very good, within a bouquet 9, changing

bouquets 8.
Ease ofuse: Very good, 9+.
Oualitv of (manual) instruction: Very good, 9+.
Whqt's missing? Irdeto only; SECA and others would have

been nice but you won't do them here. This is an "embedded"

receiver, which means you won't be inserting any "all" CAMs
into the singular smart card slot for expanded opportunities.
On the other hand, if SECA is your thing - come back next
month for a review of the Simba receiver. SECA? Does French
TV Canal-Plus and AsiaSat 3's Zee TV.

Source: Contact Jacob Keness, MediaStar Communications
International (OPAC) Pty Ltd., 24 Bosci Road, Ingleburn,
NSW 2565, Aushalia. Telephone 61 2 9618 5777,Fax 61 2
9618 5077. Email Opac@bigpond.com.au. Jacob is a
low-profile, long time participant in the Pacific satellite scene -
and was the first (as in, very firsr) to import Panasat's original
535 series digital receivers back n 1996. A good person.



More Nokia Tricks

Build a BDM or Faster Channet Zapping?
Rolf Deubel Answers Questions

Reaction to our Nokia-slanted information in the July
SatFACTS has been phenomenal. So we have prevailed upon
Rolf Deubel, deeply involved in his own "writing project," to
provide technical answers for "newbies,' who need a
knowledgeable source to answer their questions. A significant
portion of what follows was created by MadMax aka Rolf
Deubel, personally. You can contact Rolf through SaIFACTS
as (header) "MadMax" at Email skyking@clear.net.nz, or, by
mail (or fax - 64-9406-1083) as "MadMax, at SaIFACTS, pO
Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand."
Soupine up the RAM

RAM speed equates to how fast your 9200/9500/d-Box
performs the calculations (functions). Nokia obviously had
faster speeds in mind when the IRD was designed because they
very conveniently included a socket in the receiver where a
souped-up RAM could be added by the user at a later date.
SF#95 displayed the socket (p. 15) but made no comment
concerning its capability (see below).

SOCKET lPl1 is located beneath the tuner and
adjacent to the Flash chipset, This socket has

nothing in it until you upgrade (below; see text).

A number of perhaps suitable chips have been acquired and
tested and there is one which is head and shoulders better than

the balance. It is the KM4l6Ct000BJ-5 manufadured by SEC
Korea. The (-5) designates the access time in nanoseconds.

l) Open and remove the Nokia outside cover.
2) Remove the satellite tuner caxd-pafi on the left hand side

ofthe chassis (see p. 15, SF#95 for steps).
3) Locate the IPI I socket (see photos here).
4) Identiff PIN I in the KM4l6Cx RAM chip (this has a

hollow dot in the comer to help identification).
5) Identify PIN I on the empty chip socket (located at the

cut-offedge of the socket).
6) Align PIN I on the chip wittr PIN I on the socket and

press firmly but carefully into the socket.
Viola! You now have 3 MB RAM, a200o/o increase from the

stock unit. Reassemble the receiver (tuner board, case top) and
enjoy the largest ofteletext pages as well as the fastest channel
appngyou have experienced.

The result is similar to modifying a vehicle engine. you can"blueprint" an engine and get similar results but nothing will
replace the capacity of a sizeable V8 engine block. This
warning. A number of other similar "sounding" RAM chips
have been tested - none work as well (some not at all) in this
configuration.
Oueries
. "I have SCSI and null modem and can use these for sortware
loading. Is there any advantage to my having a BDM unit?,,

Answer: If you have SCSI and the DVB2000 software later
than 1.82.6, you are all set. This has the SCSI up/download
frrnctions in VGrabber or DVBEdit5.6 and you are away.

However, not everyone has this on board. What you see here
(p. 18) is a do-it-yourself BDM Interface. The parts are
comnon (Dick Smith and others). There are two ',steps', to this
- the actual parts layout (board schematic) and the layout for
the PC board itself. Double check board layout size versus
parts before starting!

Ouery: "Is it true some model Nokia hove SCSI on board but
not functioning? Do all autosearch tuners hwe these
functions enabled?"

Answer: If SCSI is on bomd and not-working that suggests
a hardware fault. If the DVB2000 software is installed, the
SCSI must work. SCSI does not work with non-DV82000
finnware as no other firmware has the functions implemented.

Ouery: "Is it true you must have Windows 95 (or later) to
run the BDIvI2"

Answer: Not true. The BDM is not OS (operating system)
related but of course the software in TranxBDM (software) is a
Wing/Windows ME program. It will not work with Windows
XP (XP grabs the ports and controls them - which means
TranxBDM can not locate a port to work with).

Ouery: "Arqt reason wfu BDM cannot be tinked to the pC
through LPTI or LPT2 port?,,

Answer: In fact a BDM interface works only on LpT
(printer) ports and not on COM ports at all. Either of the (2)
standaxd LPT ports will function.

i



STnoNG ATJSTRALIA PTY LTD
.... is still going .Srnonrc and on axd on and on
with you and your project from beginning to end!

We are ALWAYS ready to make a deal
on quantity or complete packages.

H UM AX ZlNl\rvitL -srnoNc
AND - don't forget our specials on pALCoM receivers!

and terrestrial TV set-top boxes!

TBRRESTRIAL TV set-top boxes. OK, so Australia has not exactly gone crazy for
terrestrial digital TV. Maybe it's the fault of the broadcasters for not putting more on

digital - maybe it's the ABA's fault for listening to some bad advice. But the fact remains
WE have digital terrestrial on the air, in the air andwe are one of the first countries in
the world to do so. Show some Australian pride - support digitat terrestrial! And it is
actually fun to play with. You deserve to have some fun - so get a digital terrestrial

set-top box and see what all the commotion is about. After you play with it, surely you
can find a customer to flog it off to for at least the wholesale price we'll charge you for

our STRONG 5 100 set-top terrestrial box. We have the 5 100 in stock (AS400 + gst
trade, A$375 + gst trade in quantity). Buy one today and stick an Australian flag in your

front window.

STRONG - we have the VERY LATEST STRONG models in stock for immediate
delivery!

If it says STRONG on the ourside,
make sure it says STRONG Aust on rhe invoice!

ANTENNAS!
When you say  "an tennas" ,  say  OUALITY mate .  A l l  s izes
f rom 65cm to  4 .9m branded by  the  USA's  p remiere

satell i te antenna f irm - Paraclipse-by-Patriot. you say USA
antennas are too r ich for  your pocketbook? Worry not -  we

carry " the other stuf f  "  as wel l  at  pr ices nobody but
nobody can beat!

BRAND NAMES with INTEGRITy!
Belden o Cal Amp o Commscope o Geotec o Humax o palcom o

Paraclipse I Patriot o Phoenix e Super-Jack o Times Fibre r UEC o
V-Box o Zinwell

.Srnolc AUST

Satell ite Communication Technology Pty Ltd.
ABN 55  089  515  122

! !SPECIAL! !
90cm

GIANT killer $85
Intelsat 70 1

French service !

FAST SERVICE.DIRECT C()NTACT.HERE TO SERVE Y(lU!

On Nhe web hLL?:www.o\ronqnom.au
err t  a i l  e aL el l i t  e @ eLr o n q.com. au



.Sraoprc
AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

Don't sell out $$$ - keep it in
Australia!

BEST PRICE in torvn. If you rvant to talh price - BE PREPAIIED to talk
QUANTITY! IVe stoch only GENUINE AUSTRALIAN detivery HUMAX -

not the soon-to-be-troublesorne GR,EY ilIAItI(ET versions Leing sold
CIATTdESTiTTCIY! GENUINE PRODUCT frONr A GENUINE AUSTRALIAN

conrpany rvhere every $$$ stays in Australia and is not sent overseas to
an offshore partner!

coNTAcr us Now for THE b.rt PACKAGE pRrcrNG in AUSTRALTAT

_ 9.9mplete systems - i it allt
tNB / tNB( f ) :  C -  band  17K ,  vo l tage  sw i t ch ing ;  Ku  band ,  0 .8  dB  p r ime  o r  o f f se t  f ocus ;
D ig i -Ready  PLL ;  H igh  s tab i l i t y ;  Low phase  no i se ;  ca lAmp,  S t rong  and  more ;  And ,  2 .3

GHz  MMDS in teg ra ted .
Cable/connectors:  Huge range of  RG6,  RG1 1,  dual - f looded-quad-messenger .  And b-core
t rack ing system cabl ing by reel  or  by the metre f rom names you know and t rust  -  T imes

Accessories: Fry reads, *.,, o,.ljJ,"t::: ;::::l '.oo,., tape, pores, decktite and
much-much  more !

=gg t7=? El=? for ALL of your professional satellite requirements!

Mnx
When ONLY the GENUINE will do

SfnOntC Satell i te Communication Technology pty Ltd.
A B N  5 5  0 8 9  5 5 5  1  2 2

T^!is m.9!th's OUANTlTyspeciats I
2.3m mesh (Strong) g j 62; 17K C V/S LNBf (Strong)
$25; 90cm Ku c/s {strong) dish $35; Ku offset LNBi

1 1.300 L0 (Strong) $30; Zinweil D-1 0 83 Buster $454;
Palcom 7900 (dual posi t ion control)  g300. Al l  CAMS .

s 250

STNONG AUSI PtYLtd.
302 chestervi l le Road Moorabbin East victoria 3lgg Austral ia

P h  6 1 ( 0 )  3  9 5 5 3  3 3 9 9  F a x  6 1  ( O )  3  9 5 5 3  3 3 9 3
Ema i l  sa les@st rong .com.au



Ouery: "I hqve
only been using
the normal
DVB2000 2.0s
und have nsver
tried arry 'hacked'

or 'patched'

versions. What I
did download on
one of the Nokia
link sites was a
version calling
itself 'DV82000b8

magic'. I believe it
to be a V2.08 Beta
which has been
patched. Do you
know?"

Answer: There
are many
approaches to
'skinning a cat'
and one of the
aspects of the
Nokia-army is that
people keep trying

SDi\d ln l*r fece
t - l  c -1 t2
n I I e-stq

l l TI ++iio - - a . ,  l l l l
nntrtl{LlJ L-LJ'

,  lc - t  .

rc-l 74HC75
tc-z 74HC14
lc-3 74HC132
RN-l SIL F4 10 k0hm
R-l 1 k0hm
C-I-4 l nF
C-SG 100nF
C-7 33uF I 161/
)+1 25 pol. Sub-D male
X-2 10 pol.

Flatcablesocket

MB. One is with a
single 29F800
chip, which means
it occupies one
position while the
second is totally
unused (SF#95, p.
15 photo). Or, the
factory could have
installed 29F400
chips using both of
the positions - also
totalling I MB. If
you have a BDM
interface. the menu
will lead you to a
receiver check-up
and there you will
see both the
amount of RAM
and the number of
chips'inside'- with
only taking the
cover off!

Ouery: "Does it

X2: 1-n.c.
2=n.c.
3-GND
4-Dsclck
5=GND
6=Freeze
7=Reset
8-DSO

to become 'famous' by creating
their own subtly different
versions. 'Patching' on top of
somebody else's lengthy work is
one way to attract personal
attention. Our experience is most
patches (but not all!) are versions
that somebody has given a fantasy
name - most likely the 'Antares

Patch'.
Ouery: "What is the Sally

version patch you spoke about? I
am keen to lmow of sofiware I
could load into my box to enable
'cardless' viewing."

Answer: We report about these software versions as a matter
of being complete but do not support this particular activity.
Stock response? Go to Internet.

Ouery: "With DVBI.82.0 Sandra loaded how does one get
to the CAM menu? Does it only work with a modified CAM?"

Answer: The various 'girl' versions of DVB2000 (Sandra,
Sally and others) have no 'secret' CAM menu anymore. One of
the more current is NoOneManIT'which is a patched version
of Sandra for Multicrypt. Apparently it allows viewing without
a card as well as Multicrypt with a'Wanissa' CAM mod. See
Intemet for more information..

Ouery: "All of this excitement concerning soffi,vare that
allows one to view without a card (or anything electronic - in
fact nothing else) in the card slot; would that mean that if one
knant the secrets of the system, he/she could watch say the
SBS, ABC and Sky racing on Optus 83, 12.407Vt?"

Answer: That is what it means.
Ouery: "My Nokia has I meg installed but have not opened

the box yet to see if a spare RAM slot is available. Is there
qnother way to tell other than taking the receiver apart?"

Answer: There are always two solder points (not a socket or
slot) but there are two ways for the factory to have achieved 1

SCHEMATIC and layout for BDM (above);
what i t  looks l ike (below).

mqke qny

dffirence for the sequence of
stacking chips? If one position has
a 29F400, and the other has a
second of the same chip, should
one of those come offto expand the
memory with a 29F800 or cqn I
simply tqck a 29F800 on top of one
of the two 29F400s?"

Answer: Stacking the 800s on
top of the 400s is a no-no. We
mentioned in SF#95 that some
Europeans have stacked 2 x
29F800 in each slot (for a total of4
x 29F800) and included this as a

matter of completeness for the report, not as a step many
would or should take. In fact. if vou have 29F800 in both
positions for 2 MB total RAM in the (Flash) memory , and
then have the 3 MB in the system RAM, that is not only as far
as we recommend but in fact more than enough for the Pacific
and Asia. The Europeans who have stacked two 29F800 in
both Flash positions have as many as 2,000 (+) channel
loadings to keep track of- far more than you or I now have or
are likely to ever need.

Ouery: "You mention the d-Box 2. I understand it is
basically an upgraded d-Box (1) - true?"

Answer: Not true. Just for openers, ponder a receiver with a
built-in (4") LCD screen so you don't need anything but the
IRD to watch television! Then add the specially created (in
Germany, of course!)'Open Source'based Linux firmware and
yes, we'll have a full report for you here in SatFACTS.

By the way - on August 2, a Spanish citizen was arested in
Hamburg (Germany) charged with reselling more than 3,000
d-Box 2 receivers. The original marketing plan "rented" d-Box
2 units to homes in conjunction with a 6 month 299 Ewo
payment. The plan included the consumers returning the d-Box
2 units to programmer Premiere if they failed to renew the
service after 6 months. Apparently a large quantlty of the



d-Box 2 units ended
up in the grey
market and
Premiere is now
insisting they
properly belong to
them, not the
consumers who
supplied the
Spaniard's
"collection" fetish.
There were 3
manufacturers of the
d-Box 2: Nokia,
SAGEM and Philips
with an original
price of 599 Euros.

Nokia data web
site:

While they are
constantly changing,
the most complete is
typically
http ://sat-di gital-tv.p
rovider.pl. Press the
English flag.

verify nobody is close
by, pounds four
numbers into a
waiting keyboard. If
her card's data is
verified by her four
number entry, the
door unlatches. It
happens millions of
times all around the
world each day.

The Goldwafer
card. This name
comes from the
plastic card stock's
colour. Another, more
technical, name is
"PIC Card l" which
relates to the PIC
16F84A (IC) device
embedded into the
card stock. PIC?
Programmable
Integrated Circuit.

This is actually a
very old (pioneering

What is a Goldwafer or a Silver card?
Smartcards have become very much a part of our daily lives.

If you look around you and your normal activities, you will
identify smartcards being used in hrurdreds and thousands of
applications. It begins with the cellular (telephone) SIM card,
the latest version credit cards with a chip on board to the
modern (for now) pay-TV CAS (conditional access system)
smartcards. Knowledge of how a smartcard is desigred, and
its capabilities, will improve your understanding of how
rapidly many other daily functions are now controlled or even
limited by this nearly twenty year old technology.

Many business firms have replaced conventional door locks
with smart card access, often backed up by a "pin number"
routine as well. A nurse entering a laboratory in your hospital
fnst inserts her personal smart card in a slot, waits for an
approving (typically green) LED to blink on the door-side
mounted grey box, and then checking over her shoulder to

EARLY PC version smart cards used G-10 or
equivalent "PC board" with chunky parts.

era) design which in
our industry goes back to the launch ofthe four Sky analogue
pay-TV channels in Europe. At that time it was manufactured

FIRST version Goldwafer cards further reduced
physical size of component parts.

from single component parts: (a) piece of PC (printed circuit)
board, a PIC 16F84 (IC) which held in memory the
processing instructions and a companion 24LCI6B
EEPROM, present to update data in use.

The flrst versions df this were "handmade" and
actually looked quite ugly and altogether too "open"

for the folks who wanted them to perform a "security"

function. The next versions looked prettier but
retained the same general appearance, using SMD
(Surface Mounted Devices). The "security" was
marginally better but everything a curious person
wanted to know was only a clip lead away from
detection. All of the basic functions were there -
unfortunately access was so simple that one did not
have to be a technician to get "inside."

Over time - and not much time at that - the SMD
version matured into somethins much more diffrcult

ls  l? ls t5 14 13 12 11 1S

pIC 1$F84
8 ?  S  J

t4LC1S3
1 3  3 4
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to unravel without permission. Today's plastic card production
methods allow tiny silicon wafer chips to be embedded into a
credit-card-sized piece of plastic (such as the SIM cards for
cellular phones (SIM? Subscriber Identification Module). SIM
family cards are also utilised for building security confol (our
nurse as an example) and pay-TV smartcards and they are
manufactured in Asian facilities by the tens of millions every
month. The "real" price at POM (point of manufacture), after
granting the manufacturer a profit per card, is under US$0.50
each. The plastic Goldwafer illustrated here at retail-street
level should be available in the range of US$6 per card (see
SaIFACTS #93,p. 15, "Grey Market Suppliers"). Technically,

virtually nothing has changed from the original chunlcy
looking PC board versions. They simply have become cheaper
to produce, slightly thinner, and more attractive to hold in your
hand.

The Bluewafer card. A newer version of the same design
followed and it was named the "Bluewafer," again for obvious
reasons. The "Blue" was caught in the middle of rapidly
advancing technology where security users were demanding
more capacity. The Blue begins with the same l6F84A but
replaces the original 24LC|6B EEPROM with a high data
storage model. Here is a comparison:

Goldwafer: 24LC16B EEPR0M = 16 kilobit data = 2.048 bytes = 2 KB
Bluewafer: 24LC64B EIPR0M * 64 kilobit data = 8.192 Bytes - 8 KB

The Bluewafer was created primarily for the rapidly
expanding European market. New decrypting technologies for
pay-TV and their scripts had become public. Multicypt was
the new "hot button" phrase. As more providers became
"available" for viewing, more information was available for
storage. The Blue was designed to correct this shortcoming of
the Gold but life moves fast in the European pay-TV lane.
Even before Blue was well and truly into the marketplace,
even more encryption systems became openly accessible and
the first u2-in-lu and "3-in-1" solutions for Multicrypt were
soon out ofdate; "4-in-1" and even us-in-1" were required.

With the fnst PIC 16F84 "solutions" channel zapping time
from one encryption system to a different encryption system
took around 5 seconds per channel. When the number of
channels available exceeded 1,000 and grew towards 2,000,
consumers using these devices were finding plenty to be
annoyed about (we'll do the math for you - 1,000 channels at 5
seconds per channel requires 83.33 minutes to zap from #1 to

24LC64B EEPROM replaced the slower 24LC168
and higher speed zapping (the "DSg) was born. But

it was initially "chunky" like first card versions.

#1,000 and that assumes you don't stop to watch any of the
channels along the way!).

Some exasperated German devotees tackled this problem. It
was at the time of the Starship Enterprise series 'Deep Space
Nine' when these youngsters, reportedly between 15 and 18
years, found 5 seconds channel change totally out ofsync with
modern technology; Commander Jean Luc Picard could not
have agreed more.

Step one: A new, faster code capacity. They began with a
later version Microchip (PIC 16F876), married it to the proven
24LC64B EEPROM, and called it DSg (Deep Space Nine).
Well known characters of this era are 'Locutus of Borg', admin
of 4free UBB and'Seven of Nine', author of MLog data stream
(logging) program. When the commercial folks worked out
what had been done, the market began calling the new

SILVER card is the faster "DSg" commercial version
of the original (gold) wafer card providing

(especially for Europeans) faster channel zapping of
channels stored in memory.

technolory PIC Card2 (obvious successor to PIC Cardl).
The 16F876 basically provided a faster 'CPU' with more

memory on board. Channel zapping time improved - from 5
seconds to between I and 2 per channel change, The first
16F876 "cards" were hand wrought using the same PC board
technology of the original pre-Gold-wafer format. But the
commercial folks knew a good prospect when they saw one
and shortly the DS9 Silver Card was in the marketplace. If the
German youngsters who started this evolution only wanted
faster channel zapping between their favourite episodes of "the

final frontier," the commercial guys and gals have more
lucrative rewards in mind.

The "Green Card" was born (not to be confused with
the USA work permit card!). Yet more memory - start
with the PIC 16F876 from DS9 and add a 24LCl28
EEPROM for 16 KB of storage. Naturally price is a
consideration and the user should balance what his
system must do in its local environment before investing.

Do you have 2,000 or even 1,000 channels to zap
through? Not unless you are a European reader of
SatFACTS. Speed and memory are price sensitive and
here are some guidelines:

Goldwafer - region of US$6 to US$9
Silverwafer - region of US$12 to US$I5
Greencard - region of US$20 and upwards
We'll continue this knowledge-based series with the

line of AVR micro controllers used on 'Jupiter' and
'Funcards' in a future issue of SaIFACTS.



Contraction (for some). Expansion (for others)

AFRTS makes changes
in Pacific satellite service

As recently as 1990, anyone in the Pacific with a dish large
enough to deal with +27129 dBw signal levels could tune-in
free to air the American Armed Forces Radio and Television
Service; AFRTS. The signals were relayed around the world
using NTSC + Intelsat and their main attraction was the live
coverage of sport and news which at the time was simply not
available from any other source in most of the Pacific or Asia.

But AFRTS, which draws upon origins going back to 1942,
has to play the same game in the same court as the commercial
folks. Live coverage of sporting events, for example, delivered
through FTA analogue satellite interfered with the sale of the
same sporting event to commercial outlets in hundreds of
countries. The sporting rights owners complained and AFRTS
adopted analogue (B-MAC) as an interim solution to secwing
the programming from unauthorised eyes. By the mid-1990s,
just as B-MAC was coming to a natural close in favour of
PowerVu digital technolory, a number of B-MAC analogue
decoders revised with hacker chips began to appear, especially
in the European market. These reworked B-MAC receivers
were expensive (over US$2,500) with the hacker chip but a
few did make their way to some out of the way Pacific Islands
(Tonga, for example).

AFRTS today operates two related but separate services. The
original single channel AFRTS service has been replaced in
digital with AFN (Armed Forces Network). This service /las
been available on C-band (1702/176F; 4I77LHC, Sr 28.000,
3/4) on a global beam delivering 29 dBw at beam edge. That
translated to a 4m to 4.5m size dish. AFN Plus is a 7 TV
channel service (+ 5 radio channels) using PowerVu's variant
to MPEG-2. The service is of course conditional access
although many have found some of the audio channels to be
audible with non-PowerVu equipment. This service is now
moved to 1802 on a Ku spot-beam which is designed primarily
to cover Korea and Japan (in map below, centre circle is 60cm
while outer circle is 88cm) with the following parameters: LO
of 9750, Ku input of I1.638, Sr 28.000, 3/4, Network ID of l.
TheI702/176E C-band service has been shut down. However.

the DTS (Direct to Sailors) service on I701l180E continues
and throughout the Pacific beyond Japan and Korea, those who
were authorised for the AFN service are busy readjusting their
dish systems to the DTS parameters (180E, 4173.5 LHC
[976.5 L-band], Sr 3.680, 2/3, Network ID 5).

DTS is an interesting service, even if you cannot access it
(although like AFN, many report their receivers will at least
deliver the audio of one or more radio services). AFRTS/DTS
recommends that users have a l.2m dish (yes, this is C-band!)
and the concept is that ships at sea with tracking dishes can
tune-in the service with relatively simple (although CA)
equipment. The l80E footprint is global, taking in essentially
all of the Pacific and much of Asia (west to Perth). There are 3
TV programming channels crammed into the MPEG-I (not a
misprint) SA formatted minuscule 3.680 symbol rate: AFN
Pacific TV, AFN News (TV), and AFN Sports (TV). Plus 3
radio services. On a properly loailed (and authorised) D9234
receiver, they come up as 0301, 0302 and 0303. The radios are
multiplexed in the SA audio data stream and accessed by
selecting the appropriate RCA audio socket on the rear of the
receiver (301: General entertainment TV with programme
audio on audio I left, music [radio] audio I right; 302: News
TV with progftmme audio on audio I left, Voiceline [radio -
special announcementsl audio I right; 303: Sports TV with
progranrme audio on audio I left, music [radio] on audio I
right.) The loss of AFN Plus's 5 channel service is sad news
far many beyond the military. AFRTS routinely provides "fuII"

service to embassy, consular compounds as well as (U.S.)
government sponsored or affrliated projects.

DTS/AFN Plus D9234 IRD; instal lat ion menu
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INSTALLING
AURORA KITS?

Buy your kits from the people who have
been solving television reception

problems for 40 years.
The deal
o Optus Approved UEC Mod 700 IRD packed

with 4 page ollt of area application
o Aurora Card
. LNB
o 90 cm Dish (choice of 2 brands)

Dish shipped totally enclosed in wooden crate
(pallet size).

All for $748 plus GST and freight
Trade installers onlv. from

RURAL ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS

"The better reception centre,,
315 Summer Streer Orange NSW 2800

Phone (02) 6361 3636

aooo c i  ate d f i l l in  qo an d equi?menE.

Your one stop source for antennas and satellite
electronics for the ENTIRE Pacific region.

We now offer a full range of satellite equipment
designed for your particular

pe$onal or professional requirements.
Including: 2.4 to 13 metre antennas, feed

horus, mounts, LNBs, digital and analogue
rcceivem, geostationary and inclined orbit
manual and automatic tracking systems,

cable and fittings.

Most equipment avai lable on short  or  long

In fact, many who would qualif, for AFN Plus (where
available) and DTS (where AFN Plus is not available) very
possibly do not know oftheir "qualification status."

Acquiring a decoder is step one. The key phrase is, "military

shopping privileges." A service referred to as "The PX"
(AAFESNEX) operates wherever there is a US installation of
any size. "PX" is a store where US goods are available, often
at pricing which is "concessionary" to the folks allowed to
shop there. The US Government backs suppliers down to their
largest volume discounts, adds on something for shipping the
goods to a distant point and tacks on a small amount again for
break-even maintenance of the PX. The net result is a D9234
sold through a PX typically goes for as little as US$750 - well
below the US$1200-plus region charged through Scientific
Atlanta's corporate outlets.

Acquisition of a decoder is only step one - it will do you
little good until authorised. Now, who can be authorised?
AFRTS advises, "only active duty U.S. military, Department
of Defense civilians, State Department personnel qnd their
family members, and military retirees."

AFRTS further advises. "The Armed Forces Radio and
Television Service (AFRTS) acquires the rights for the
programming (you see) on AIN Plus (DTS). Program
providers give AFRTS the rights to their programming at little
or no cost, as a public service to U.S. military (and others)
stationed overseas. This programming is worth a great deal of
money - commercial networks commonly pay hundreds of
thousands of dollars for individual episodes of popular
progr:rms. To ensure that it continues to receive programming
at little or no cost AFRTS must promise that only the
authorised audience will be able to view its services.

"Your PowerVu decoder is one part of an elaborate security
system that protects (AFRTS) from unauthorised audiences.
AFRTS must authorise (turn on) each decoder individually,
over its satellite links, from the (AFRTS) broadcast center near
Los Angeles."
Resale ofdecoders

Active military have their decoders authorised for a period of
time which corresponds to their overseas stay, automatically.
Retired U.S. military/DOD/State Departrnent personnel living
outside the U.S. are given three years authorisation time (the
so-called DEROS or Date of retum from overseas to U.S.) and
renewal past this date is routine (but time consuming). D9234s
cannot be sold outside of the "authorised family" of users but
they are routinely moved in "used" markets within that group
ofpeople.

Retirees from the U.S. military, State Department basically
require only a "Retiree Card" (and access to a fax machine) to
have a new or second-hand D9234 authorised for either AFN
Plus or DTS from virtually any location in the world. Note that
being "retired from" the U,S. military is not the same as
"discharged from" (i.e., ex-service people do not qualify
unless they stayed in the military long enough to qualify for
retirement). And keep in mind that each D9234 will be
authorised for no longer than a 3 year period (renewable if the
user can prove continued offshore living and qualification for
service). Purchasing a used D9234 can be troublesome if the
unit's active period of authorisation has run out or is about to
expire - reauthorisation will be required.

Do you have some qualified potential clients? There could
be an installjob here and when you have a few hours to spare,
go to www.afrts.osd.mil reading in particular General
Information, Technical Information and FAQ.

Drokere of  new and ueed anLennae.
sizee / makee NoaeEher wilh

term also avai lable.
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MRTV-Mn 3676/L474H I a3 6(.000)
MldEstMur 3640/15l0H uD to 12 3/4 28(.066)

Mahar/DDl 3600/1550H up toS 3t4 26(.661)
MEMux 3569/1581H upto4 3/4 9(000)

NeDrl TV+ 3554/1596V 3+ in mur 3t4 I 3(.33 3)
3ABN+ 3551/1600H1+ TV. radio 3/4 13(.330)
JAINTV 3538/i6 12V ITV 3t4 3(.300)
PTVI + 3521/1629Y lTV, I radio 3(.33 3)

TARBS 3520/1630H u*nlm 314 2e(.062)
TARBSIThS 3480/1670H 6+ Tv? 3/1 18(l80)

Thai Global 34251725Y up to 7? L I J 27(.500)
hSat 2El83 ETV mux 4005/ 45V 6+ TV 3t4 27(.000)

DD2 39t0/240\'1 3t4 5(.000)
DD Nrtional 3E30/320V 3/4 5(.000)
KeirsliTV 3699t145lV 3/4 3(.184)
Indian mur 3641/1507Y J 3/4 19(532

Jaya TV 361 5/1535V 3t4 3(.2s5)
ETV Murf2 3485//1665v 4+TV 3/4 27(.000)

STI/tTE MMBN 363715lEV l2TV 314 26t.657)

As2/100.5EEuro Bouol 4000/1 150H 6TV.2 l r 3/4 28(. l 25)
S-Star Med 3951/1 l99H J I  Y 3/4 r3(.1 85)
WorldNet 3880/1270H4+/28radio t/2 20(.400)

Hubei/HBT 3854/296H t t + 4(.4 l E)
H|milVSRT 3847t303H 3t4 4(.418)
C'urnIGDT 3840/ 310H 3/4 4(.418)

In Mongolia 38281322H 2 3/4 8( 3e7)
APTN Asia 379911151112 3/4 5(.632\

Reuters/Sinq. 3775/1375H 3/4 5(.531)
Liaonin/Svc2 37t4/1416H 3/4 4r.4 l8)
Jians/JXT 3727/14231r 314 4(.418)
Fujhn/SET 3720t1430H 4(.4 t8)
Ilubei TV 3713t1437H 4(.418)

Henan/Main 37Xrll444H 3/4 4i.1 18)
Eaw/NilM 36+0/l5l0H 7t- E&o 3/1 27(.t50)

As2/100.5EMecauMUX 4148/1002V 5TV 3/4 l  1(.850)
Feeds 4086/1064V I ) t1 5(.632)

IlubaiMUX 4020111430V4+, radio 3 t 4 27(sffi)
Jilin Sat TV 3875/1275V 3/4 4(.418)
HeiLoncJiln 3834/13 16V 3/4 4(.4i8)

JSTV 3827t1323Y I t tc 4(.418)
AnhuiTV 3820/1 330V I 3t4 4(.418)

ShrauiQQ 3813/1337V I 3/4 4(.4 t8)
Gurn/GXTV 3EO6/1344V I 3/4 4(.4 18)
Fashion TV 3795/1355V I 3/4 2(.533
Modelflat 3792/1158V I 3/4 2(J30)
Myawady 3766t1384V I 7E 5(.080)
Saudi TVI 366011490V 5+/tests 3/4 27(J00)

As?S/ l  05 5I Telstra I-Net t2.596H no TV 5t6 30(.000)
Zee bouquet 3700t1450V lOTv 5t+ 27(.500

MacauMUX 37 13/437H 2TV 3/4 5(.868)
.A,riranc TV 3755/395V I 7/8 4(.418
Now TV + 3760/390H uo to 8'l'V 7/8 26(.000)

Star TV 3780/370V t5(trv 3/4 2E(.100)
Star TV 3860/290V 21(+)TV 3t4 27(s00)
Star TV 3880/270H 20r+)'t'v 7/8 26(.8s0)

Indus Muric 1900/250V 7/8 27(.89s)
Star TV 3940/2l0v 7(+)TV 7tE 26(.E50)
CNM 3960/l90H u(+)I v 3t4 27(500\
SlarT!' 3980/ l70v 3!4 28(.r00)

Ster TV 4000/1 1 50H 9(+)TV 7/8 26(.850)
SUnTV 4095/1055H J t + 5(.554

CCTV bqt 412911021H 4(+) TV 13(.240)
Tf*Bdt#2 4140/l0l0v E(+) TV 3t4 22(.000)

Cakl/107.5 Indovision
( S-trand'l

2.536,2.566,
2.596.2.626

33(+) TV 7/8 20(.000)

I'Kom/108E IndoBqt 3464/rc94H uoto6 -, t4 28(.000)
czMl1138 TPI 4185/96sV I 3/4 6(.700)

Arteve 4144/1006V I 3/4 6(.5r0)

Receivers and Errata
Finallv ettled htr lim As2

qratic gflcc

Now s4tiallv all CA

USA relicion ohs. CMM music FTA
possiblv IARtsS?
FTA+CAmux

3 Ancels USA, Ch of Hope. + 9 radio
Pfr)s 4112/4133
frequencv change

MUX testfrs
TARBS lab€ll CA-no SIDs

FTA (reaches SE Australia
Several ETV now here; wide beam

SCPC. OK E. Aust. wide beam

SCPCT OK E. Aust. wide beam
SCPC, OK E. Aust wide beam

New (Julv 2002) Indian FTA mux
SCPC: OK E. Aust. wide beam

Several new ETV here: Asia beam
Neiltuim- smeFTA:

FTA TV + radio
MacauMLIX

FTAI Now here fuIl time
FTA SCPC, teletext
FTA SCPC. teletext

FTA SCPC. radio APID 81
FTA: #1 Moncolian. #2 Mandann

Sometimes FTA: also 3895Vt
FTA& CA

FTA SCPC, radio APID 256
FTA SCPC. teletext. radio APID 81

FTA SCPC, + radio APID 80
FTA SCPC. radio APID 80

FTA SCPC. + radio
Thin TARBS Aitlt sa. rTA

5 ohs TV. FTA
FTA SCPC feeds

r lA uroluuulq sDort

FTA SCPC. + radio
FTA SCPC

FTA SCPC. + radio
FTA SCPC + radio

FTA SCPC. radio APID 8l
FTA SCPC, radio APID 257

Now Irdeto version 2 CA
Offair (new in June) in July
FTA SCPC - difficult to load

FTAMCPC
Sienal usefrrl for dish testinc - no TV

Medraguard (SECA) CA; 2 F I A
Nen'Jtme ?002: lon res MUX

FTA SCPC; audio now OK
CA +NOW. Bloombers. ATN FTA

NDS CA t?aoe DVS211, Zenith)

NDS CA Gace DVS211. Zerdth)
NDS CA (Paoe DV2l1. Zenith)

FTA PAL + occ. tests ch3
NDS CA as above

PowVu CA: new SR Aor 29
NDS CA (Pa* DVS2Il- Zenilh)

NDS CA w/ 4(Chlnese) FTA
"History Channel" testinc SCPC

moved fiom 4l 15
Mediacuard (SECA) CA

NDS CA using RCA./Thomson,
Pace IRDs

also 3586FV17.500. 34961V19.61 5
FTA SCPA:NTAtrC onlv

change liom 4055V; FTA SCPC

;,1;,



Bird Service RF/[F &
Fni.r.itv

# Program
l"hrnmir

FEC Mrym

(c2M Indo Mux 4080/1070H 5+ TV 3t4 3(. l2s)
Indoriar 4074/1076V I 3t4 6(,500)
scTv 4048/ TO?Y I 3t4 6{.618)

tndone,Mur 4000/1250H 6+TV 3t4 26(.085)
Satclhdo 39351215H tTv 3t4 6(.700)
BrltTV 39261224H lTv 3t4 4(.208)

Indo. MUX 3880/270H 3+Tv 3t4 28(.125\
;bbal MUI 3760t390H up to 12 TV? 314 26(j,8Tt

BrureVSlm 3733^4tTH lTv a1 6(.000)

RCTI 3473/r67TH ) 3/4 8C000)
t4[yawad T\ 3706/1444H 3/4 s(.924J

Jo3l12 Miacle Net 3996/rt54Y 3 u p t o 5 5t6 22(.000)
AEia bqt D i o t 7ta 30(.000)

BYLI testr 3.915/1245V I 3/4 ?(426\
Meas2 Astro Mux ll.602H (+) up to l0TV 314 4 l(.500)

Med|rsat 12 33(rVnz 5TV, 3 radio 2t3 30{.000)
Aurom 12.407Vn3 30(.00o)
Aruora 12.5?2Vn5 Inc ZeeTV 4 J 30(.000)
.Aurora 12.595V/r6 3t4 30(.(ru0)
Awme t2,657Vln TV tcsts zt5 30(,000)
Aurora t2.120vtrB 3t4 30(.000)

aul4 L2.313H.fIl). ,/4
Auda/()D0! I Z.376trl{10 (.47i
Auta.iFod r2.43EtyIll t4

Aubr/Foxd t2.50twtt2 v4
AM/Foxf tz.'{Al't tLZ tl4 4X.47i
ArEtd/FoxU t2.626Hfit4 3t4 29(4nl
Auttar/l ortl I2.6tttlrl r5 (!m.FfAE) 3t4 E(4731

B1/160ABCNTfd t2.258V lTV,3 radio 314 5(.026)
ABC feedc 12.317H I 3t4 6(.980)
{et 7 rewlq t2.397H I 314 7(J00\
Central 7 12.354H ITV + | 6die 3t4 3(.688)

Inparlamr 12.360H 2TV + 8 radio 3t4 5G24\
Sport fecds 12.420V 3t4 6(.1 l0)

Medhsrt#t 12.4Z4H 3+ TV 2r3 r9(.Em)
IVNZDTII 12.455V 2TV 3t4 22(.500\

NheNet 12.512H I TV tvo. 3t4 .632\
Skv NZ t2.519/5il6v Trltnw at4 0)
Skv NZ l2.sty@8v 6TV/6TV 3t4
Skv NZ tzguoTtv t l v 3t4

I.BC HDT1 t2.670H 5TV 7t8 14(.300)
TcYSotwn tL707/733V t  ITV 314. 22(.5m)

P8/165 ABCA+ 12.301H lTV,2 radi,o 5t6 5(,858)
TARBS3 t2326H 3t4 2E(,066)
'I'ARBS t2.526H v4 28{.066)
TARBS2 r2.6o6H 3t4 2r(.066)
TARB$5 12.046tl bslim 3t4
TARB54 tz726tl 3t4 zE(

JED'TVB t2.66El l l+ Tv y4 28(
ABCA-P 41aO/970H 2TV- 2 radio 3t4 r.500)
DiswPrc 4r4(yI0rolt n D 6 1 V 5t6 r.125)

NHKJoho 4060/1090H7TV, I radio 3t4 26(.470)
ESPN USA NXvl l30Il t+TV. ddr 7t8 264..4701
D6cr'|!fv J9EOIITOII t tv6. 3t4

CalBqt/Pas8 3940/2toH uo to 8TV 7t8 27(690)
CI{ECItr 3900t230t1 @hl7TV 3,/4 27(.500)

ixirnMl T' 3EEO/270Y rD to 6l v?tadil 3t4 26(.694)
TatwanBqi 3860/290H l2TV + 30 radir 5t6 28(.000)
CCTVMUT 3839t3 l  l H uDto4 3t4 l3(.240)

EMTVPNG 3808/t3,t2V + y4 x.632)
CNM 37aWI370}l 3 - D t o 5 T V 3t4 25(.0m)
MTV 3740n4r0H I 2tt 27(500\
YZLq9 t2.28tV 2+ Tv, ndio a3 24.5{Xr)

WAPowVu t2.637(J\\ 4TV.8 radio tn lE(.500)
TVBMUx 4026t1124Y un toS 3/4 2U.0$)

iox Bouquel 3992/tl58V 8Tv/data 7t8 26(.470\
Feedr 3966/l l84V 6(.620\
Feedr 3957/r193V LIJ 6(.620)
Feeds 39?9trzzrV 3t4 l0(.850)
Feedr 3912t1238V Ltt 6(.620\
Feeds 3898/1252V 2B t2(.000)

MddlsEast 3E36/1314V 4 t!1' 3t4 r 3(.33 l)
Feedr 380311347Y I 3/4 6(.000)
tstsc + 3'14311407V J 3t4 2l(.800)

Recelvers end frrrte
Clobal TV - frequ€nt ohanqes in lineuo
FTA; solid on 3.5m in New Caledonia

FTA SCPC: NTAIC onlv
unstable olatfomr - tesfino?

Test card onlv reported
Testing;*t" 2g6t
TVRT. othem FTA

Testinc- 12 cbs promised
FfA Elm tim Bflei-23lnsimlh

FTA SCPC. Austalia. NC OK
may be test; svc has bee,n erratrc
PowVu someFTA (ch# l3)

CA & FfA NTSC; JrDlo Taiwe

Iesting late July - very stronc Awt, NZ
Aust Esst beam - FTA + CA

FTA-TBN new I Aucl V1660. ,4'1620
AusL NZ 90 cm: CA (r): ABC Nat

cvrs Aust, NZ 90 oml CA (r)
Aust .onlv: t -.smart oard n- 26

ows Aust, NZ 90qn( Ostus FTA test)
Aust only;' - smart card p. 26

Autd Iilddic + (dtr?l

CA drb.dblimMilrbk Affi

Cd sb!6btim Milrblc

C.d subscbdm Mihble Audft
CA sub€qit{i@ Milabb Autalia
CA MileH€

CA srbotridid Mitrblr Audrlit

v832. A833
also 12.326. 12.335: ex PASS Ku
Full schedule less commeroials

VPIDI28O. APID I28I
V1024. A1025. Pl024l also trv 12.379

Weekend footu feeds reDorted-FTA

FTA 2 channelsl more unlikelyl
cstinc diqital fee&: Sr nrav be incorrec'

NDS CA n$lcrbtim Milabh I

NDS CA- s$idiDti@ &rflrblo I

NDS CA luffiioavrilatrlq NZ

also 12.603..626..643..688. & 706H
NDS- Wclinql@ Dlinl

Feed, Adelaide; not p€rmanent
TPG/Errod.cI4DS CA m. FfA

TPG iErmds MDSCA. ndlo FtA
TPG/Euode MDS CA:'l3T ffA

TPCI/Eu0&CMDS CA
T?CYEud€c MDS CA Thd TV. FTA

lwz00z-lrtu-2(]A

Dateline west: east PAS2- 3901
PNVUCA

PowVu CA & FTA: subscription avail
PwVu CA: ch 1l DCP€CP botload

PutrvurcA (!d6b 4rarb ffA)
PowVuCA& FTA (EWTI\{)

FTAd'thistimu
MYr FTA V1960. A1920 + radio FTA
cuneirth FTA; radio may require PIDs

PowVuFTA reolac€s PAS-2 svc
WbAI2tPat*Vnc.A

PWVLCNIVCNMWCA

#2. 8 lttrfv Chhr FTA: rest CA
PdVu CA WIN- ABC NT

PowVuCA. WAonh -D9234
CAfeeds to mv-TV: #7 TVBS-NFTA

Pv, CA/FTA (FTA ch3 tect card
PowVu GTA) ooc fecds
PowVu (FTA) occ. fccds

PowYu (FTA) occ snort feeds
PowVu(FTA) occ. feeds
PowVu (FTA) occ. feeds

RAI TV, ndlo FTAI balance CA
PowVu GTA) occ sDdt feeds
8BC FTA, others CA usuallv



Digital Satel I ite receiver Specialisfs

eMTech
Satco DXo compatible

T('PFTELD

eM200 FTA + 2 (l Slots 5A400
eM300 FIA+2Cl+40G PVR S817

TF3O()()CIP
FTA+20+ Positioner SA490
TF4()O()PVR
FTA+2(l+40G PVR with
twin tuners SA999

lRCI5400Z embedded irdeto + 2 Cl slots 5A635
IR5410Z embedded irdeto only $A520

Simba 201 in 2 versions-
2015V Viaccess embedded SA600
201SA Aston embedded- suitable
for Mediaguard/Seca $A500

NEW Nokia 95005 including
lrdeto Cam & SCS| port SA1400

lD Digital F-l0M (by Humax) FTA
digital model - no card slots 5A299

Pr i ces  EXCLUDE Aus t ra l i on  65T-  See  ou r  s i t e  f o r  f u l l
de to i l s  on  a l l  r ece i ve rs  l i s t ed  he re

{ t

IffiIfTAL
^\ electronics

HU t{tNyt

ASTON

r-r rr {l t:

?5 cat ar act o!'d 
#T,?r'#:l,X. 

to'n'vi I le Q ld
Cont

Fox- (

ht tp :

rct'iiUs-emoi l -  ph i l ip@kr is to l .com.ou
47888906 Phorie- rc7\ 478889C

loc
(01'ch
'. I

e
47888906 Phorie- (07) 47888902
;k out our-on-line sior-e of -ick out our on-l ine stor-e qt -

lwww-k r i s t o l - com-ou

ffi@
ffiry"4@
wf4ffi
wd"ffiq'w
ll{usl

IKUSI ANZ PTY LTD
7 Amsted Road, Bayswater, Victoria

Australia 3153
Tel: ++ 61 397207022 Fax: ++ 61 3 97207422

e-mail : sales@ikusianz.com.au
Web: http://ww.ikusi.com

NEW TDA
COFDM to AM VSB TRANSMODULATORS

UDL/UDV Series
HQ Taps & Splitters

1l2l41618Way
For 5 - 2150MHz

- 39dB Tap to Tap lsolation

* i
q Y '

S[5!\ '

_.,, \
.. " ' ;i*r

{

fl
.rS,W.u

Sat. & Terr.
Extension Amolif iers

Free Quotation Service Available for any number of outlets: 10 - '100 - 1000 - 10,000 I For FTA & Encrypted

contact us now ! 
Services

The Futrue Headend Available Now !
usFr i4b- tu t4@3



Bird Senlce RWIF&
Polnritv

# Program
Chrnnels

FEC Msym

GAS-2/169) Feeds 4040/1010H I 3t4 10(.8s0)
TthDayAdv. 3872n278H 3t4 6(.620)

Feeds 3868/1 182H 2t3 6(.620)
Feeds 39391r21tH2 (tvoNTSC) 213 ,(.6ZOltl(.491

Cal PowVu 390v1249H upto8 3t4 30(.800)
HK bouquet 3850/1300H uo toS 2/3 24(900)

occ feeds 377611374H I * p 1t4 s(.s60)
Korean Bqt 3762/1388H uDto3 314 I 1(.5?0))

1702n76E, RFOPolv 4027nt23L rTv 3t4 4(s66)
17011180E TNT.V 1.060&11.514 9 J14 30(.000)

Canal+Sat 11.610H 16TV. 1 radio 3t4 30(.000)
T'VNZ 4195/955RHC 314 5(.632)

TVNZIBBC 4186/964RlrC 314 5(:632\
T\AIZ 4178/97ZIiHC 314 5(.632)

{FRTS/radio 4t75/97sL 3 radio ztJ 3(680)
TMtIZAptn 4I701980RFIC I Jt+ 5(.63D
Tvflz/feeds 4161/989RI{C I 3t4 5(.632)
RFO{anal+ 4086/1064L 4TV, radio 5t6 l2(.041)
TVNzfeeds t052l1098RH( 3t4 5(.632)
TVNZ feeds 4044i I 106R 3/4 5(.632\
NZPrime TV 402411126L 2/l 6(.876)
NBC to 7 Oz 3960/l l90R 7/8 6A4Tl
WorldNet 3886/1264R lTV, 37 radio 3t4 25(.000)

Ioarane 3712t13781, 1 314 4(.566)
TVNZ 3846i 1304R I 3/4 5(.632)

l0 Australia 37691381R 718 20(.000)
USA f€eds 3749/140tR ,| 26r400)

PowVu occ FTA feeds

FTA-typ NTSC-occ sport live Shuttle
PowVu CA + FTA

was 4l48VU some FTA

east spoti 10TV + r eaeh wrtieal

DTS'radio is FTA some rows (TV

east herni 20.5 dBw thru 2003+t new Sr

PowVu CA: Auokland net feeds

SCPC. mixed CA & IITA. fe€ds
PowVu CA & FTAI #3 TBN

mixed CA and FTA feeds

MPEG.2 DVB Receivercl (Data here believed accurate; we aasume no responsibility for correchess!
AV-COMM R3100. FTA, excellent sensitivity (review SF May 1998); new version Sept. '99. Av-COMM Pty Ltd, 61-2-9939.4377.
AV4OMM R3100(A). FTA, good sensitivity, ease of use exc (review SF May 2002). See above contact.
Beniamin D86600-CL FTA, Foxtel/Austar w/CAM+card. Autosat Pty Ltd 61-2-9642-0266 (review SF#72)
eMTech eM-100B (FTA), eM-200B (FTA + Clf), eM210B (FTA + 2xOl + positioner); KanSat 61-7-5484 6246 (review SF#89)
Humex F1€1. Primarily eld tor TRT(Austelia), do€s (imibd) PffirVu (not Optus Autora approved).

Humax lCRl 5il{}0. Embedded lrdeto + 2 CAM slots; initial units had NTSC gtitch, now fixed. Widely available, review SF#76.
Hyundai-TV/COM. HSS100B/c (Pacific), HSS-I00C (China) FTA. Different software versions; 2.2612.27 good performers, 3.11
and frose witr Nokia iuners also good; later 5.0 not good. SATECH (t2.26i
Hyundai HSSZfl'. FTA, PowerVu, SCPC/MCPC. Review SF March 1999. Krbtal Electronics, 61-7.4788-8902.
Hyundai HSSStl0Cl. FTA, lrdeto (wttt CAM) + other GA systems, PorverVu, NTSC. Kristal Electronics, above; review SF*63.
MediaStar D7. FTA, preloaded w/ known services, exc. soflirare (review SF July 1998). MediaStar Comm. Int. 5l-2-9518-5777
MediaStar D7.5. New (May 00) single chip FTA; review June 00 SF. MediaStar Gomm. lnt. 61-2-96'18-5777
MediaStarDfl. FTA and lrdeto embedded CA. VG receiver; see reviewSF*S, AUgust?OII2. Contacts immediately above.
MUFiCh6ace (UECI 660. Esseidalry sem€ as Aiistafair 660, Ed SrCy merket e6ht6ry t6 rCp6lts. Sefteq tel 61-8-9306-3738
Nokia ',d-box" (Vl.7X). European, FTA, may only be German language, capable of Dr. Overflow soflrryare. Se SF#95, p. 14.
I{okia $llxl. When equipped wifr proper softlrvare, does Aurora, pay-TV services provided softl,lrare has been 'patched" with
"Sandra" or similar program. See SF#95, p. 14. SatWorld 61-3-9773-9270 (www.satworld.com.au)
Nokia 9500/d{ox SaMorld, 61 -3-9773-9270 (www.satworld.com.au)
Pace DGT,O0. Originally Galary (Now Foxtel+Austar). lrdeto, some FTA with difficllty (Foxtel Australia 1300-36081 8)
pacc DVR500. Oiginat DGTloO modified for NBG (PA,6-2)REA use, wih 6AM equiwlent to DGT400 but more rellable.
Pace 'Worldbox" (DSR€20 in tlZ). No*DVB complhnt NDS CA including Sky llz, no FTA similar Z€nith" \6lsion.

Panasat 520t630r635. MCPC FTA, lrdeto capable, forerunner UEC 642, 660. Out of production, spares fax ++27-31-593-370.
Panaso,nic Tuos1o. FTA + lrdeto cA: one of 2 lRos apptor€d by Op0Js forAurora, but @&! availablo In Allstsalia.
Phoenix 771,222. PowVu capable, NTSC, graphics, ease ol use. (l I I review SF#57). SATECH(below)- 222 out of production
Phoenix 3311. FTA SCPC, MCPC, analogue + dish mover. Detailed SF review Nov. 1998. SATECH 61-3-9553-3399.
Pioneer TS4. Mediaguard CA (no FTA), embedded Msym, FEC, only for Canal+Satellite (Antennecal ++667-43.81.56)
PowerVu (O5223,9225,5234r. Non-DVB compliant MPEG-2 unless loaded with software through ESPN Boot Loader (see
below). Primarily sold for proprietary CA (NHK, GWN+ PAS-2 Ku, CMT etc). Scientiftc Adanta 61-2-9452-3388.
Prcsat 21025. FTA SCPC/MCPC, NTSC/PAL, SCART + RCA. Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738.
gatcrutrcr D9R.101 . FTA SCPC/MCrc, P6pVu, NTSC/PAL. (Skyvklon Ausbalia 81"4€88&7481 , TElsat 6{+33&37{9)

Satcruiicr DSR-201P. FTA SCPCIMCPC, Powvu, NTSC/PAL, analoguo, posilioner - (Swision ' s6o abo\re).

STRONG Technologies SRT2620. SCPC, MCPC FTA, exc sensitivity, ease use, programming. Review March 2002 (# below).
Strcng SRT,t60O, SCPC, MCPC, PowerVu; exc graphice, eas€ ef u$e, review SF#64. Steng Technologies 61-3-8795-7990,
Strong 4Ell0. SCPC, MCPC, embedded lrdeto+ CAM slots, Aurora. Stong Technologies 61-3-879t7990.
Strong 48St. SCPC, MCPC, 30Gb PVR, 2 CAM slots, D|SECG 1.0,1.2 (review SF#84); Strong Technologies, # above.
UEC642. Designed for Aurora (lrdeto), approved by Optus; w/new softrare, C-band FTA; faultyP/S. Norsat 61-&9451-8300.
UEC66O. Upgraded UEC642, used by Sky Racing Aust., Foxtel-limited FTA. (Natiornrride -61-7-3252-2947); P/S problems.
UEC700fl20. Single chip lrdeto buiftjn design for Foxtel; unftiendly for FTA. Power supply problems, seldom sold to consumers.
Winersat DigiBox 200. C + Ku basic receiver but includes Teletext for NZ WOne, 2 VBl. Saflink NZ, fx 64-9-814-9'147.
Xanadu. DVB compliant special-priced receiver for members of SPACE Pacific (Av-comm Pty Ltd, tel +61-2-99394377)
Accessories:
Aurora smart cards. New v1 .6 now available, 1 .2 no longer available for RABS. Price now A$1 05, Sciteq 61-8-9306-3738.
FourarVuSoffrrarelJrnradc.PAS-8 4O20l1 t30Hz Sr26{70 7/8' nomchll andfollowinstnrr:tions(donotlaaveearful)



Since 1976 we've been involved in satellite TV. A hobby in those early days, our interest led to
establishment of a business in 1981 that has introduced thousands of people to the exciting world of
satellite TV. We produced our first international satellite receiver kit in i986, and the first DIY home

satellite system in Australia back in the early days of 1990.
AlOng the way we have found that above all else, customer support is critical. If you look

around the industry. you'll soon sort out those vendors who operate on a strictly commercial basis.
and, those who really have your real hobby interests at heart.

That's why we have made it our priority to give you all of the information to help you make your
hobby a success. So if you are contemplating Satellite TV as a hobby, give us a call; we'll help get you
off on the best track. Who knows - you might even become a part of this growing industry! ! You can
count on our decades of experience to provide you with the best "right" solution at an affordable price.

AV-COMM Pty Ltd
P.O.  Box  225 Brookva le  NSW 21OO AUSTRALIA

Te l  61-2-9939 4377 Fax  61-2-9939 4376 or ,  v is i t  our  webs i te  a t
ht tp : / /www. avcomm. com.au

Emai l  cgarry@avcomm. com.au
You are  we lcome to  a lso  v is i t  our  showroom (2419 Powel l ' s  Rd,  Brookva le  NSW),

jo in  our  E-mai l  news le t te r  serv ice  (addme@avcomm.com.au)
(Av-Comm Pt\  Ltd ACN 004 I74 478)

MELBOU_RNE_\7]l ̂ ,n:-llll'i2iiizi
SATELLITESTN
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I  Output Ku-Band LNBF
t  O p t u s  1 1 . 3 G h z

un 2 Receivers
on Both Ports

dt# LK-ZINOSDU

ffi |1^-l FullRangeofHardtaare&Accessories

C-Band LNBF
with Scalar Ringl " l a r s a t '

MELBOURNE SATELLITES
84 Bayfield Road East
P.O. Box901
BayswaterMC 3153
Phone: 03 9738 0888
Facsimile: 03 9729 8276

Stockest of most Popular Brands
Intersate Inquiries Welcome

Freigbt Deliueries Auailable to Mosf'Areas

Please Phone, Fax or Email
PtvLtd 

for SATalo gue and Pricelist.
sales@melbournesatellites. com. au
www. melbournesatellites. com. au



TBIII is on CZM 3720H2, Sr 12.500.3/4 - an "Asian" beam. ln next
two weeks, they willfiEUe t0 an MCPC package and aru

considering rcquosting NZ.Beam coversge s0 as t0 reach eastern
Pacific. ABC's ilT feed 12.258Vt lsr 5.028, 3l4l dropped l0 dB
around I August-not first tims. A$tar has switched off ABC

subtitles; on ADB, 'TT' button now accesses new T.Mail servicg.

AsiaSat 2/100.58: "ModelFlat, 3792, Sr 2.733, 3/4
apparently has gone away." (IF, Queensland)

AsiaSat lS/105.58: 
"There are progmmmes with English

audio on Ekushey WorldlETV 3949Vt" Sr 3.419, 2/3." (AI\,
NS!V) "Telstra's new lnternet to the Bush service testing on
Ku 12.596H2, Sr 30.000, 5/.6." (AN, NSSD'Holding a 60cm
dish in my hand, eMTech 100 indicates 80% sigrral quality on
this service." (D. Mitchetl, NSW) *ATN World testing
3760Hz, VPID 2040, APID104I; this is the NOW-TV mux.n
(Raj, PNG) "Channel line-up on NOW-TV bouquet currently
as follows: (1) 'NOW TV (FTA NTSC), (2) Bloomberg TV
(FTA PAL), (3) Test card for UM Network (pCM TSGI), (4)
ATN World (FTA PAL), (5) Repeat of channel 3 (test card),
(6) Tech TV (PowerVu CA), [no channel 7], (8) TAS TV
(CA) and (8) Tests labelled DBN24 for TSl,,' (FS, NSW)'Bharathi (ch 5) and Kaveri (ch 6) on 3700Vt, Sr 27.500,3/4
no longer transmitting programming but channel is hot' with
data stream (minus modulation). What now loads (on a
Hyundai) is (l) Zee English, (2) Zee International, (3) Zee
Movies, (4) Test 2, (5) Bharathi (FTA but no programming),
(6) Kaveri (FTA but no programming), (7) Zee Cinema, (8)
ZeeTY, (9) Nickelodeon and Qq mE ED. When loaded on a
Nokia with factory programming slightly different displays.
On Zee's 4lz0Vt, Sr 22.000, 314 the Nokia loads (tl) Zee
Music, (12) Zee News, (13) Alpha Punjabi, (14) Alpha
Gujarati, (15) Alpha Bangla, (16) Alpha Marathi, (17) Test 3
and (18) Test 4." (AN, NSW) 'Star TV has done a perhaps
major channel reshuffle and the 'totals' are now as follows:
3780Vt (Sr 28.100, 314) 15 (CA) TV channels; 3860Vt (Sr
27.540, 3/4) 2l (CA) TV channels; 3880H2 (Sr 26.850, 7/8)
20 (CA) TV channels; 3940Vt (3126.850, Z/S) 7 (CA) TV
channels; 3980Vt, Sr 28.100, 3/4) lZ (CA) TV channels; and,
4000H2 (Sr 28.650, 7/8) 9 TV channels of which 4 are FTA
(all Mandarin)." (AIY, NS\4D "Macau mux on 37l3Hz - z
stock Nokia 9200 won't load but a Hyundai 100 loads (l)
Macau FTA tenesfial TV and Q) an unnarned, not in use
FTA (?) channel." (IF, Qld) 'Arirang TV 3755Vt, Sr 4.418,
7/8 seems to have solid audio now - perhaps you should
remove warning in Digital Watch?, (NS, NSW) "Indus Music
Bouquet 3900Vt, Sr 27.895, 718 current channel list (1) CH -
22 Indus Vision" and (2) *CH - 23Indus Music" both FTA
PAL. Digital Watch incorrect stating there are "up to 5 TV
channels here." (FS, NSW) "CNNI3960Ha (new) Sr 27.SOO,
3/4) srangely loads on Nokia (unusual for powerVu CA) with

BETTING the farm. Foxtel (and Austar) have hoped
(against hope) that the new regionalised "Footy

Channel" would turn the tide and grow their
subscription base. Alas, Foxtel reported A$1oo
million loss in most recent financial period and

Austar is down to "reserve" funds {p. 2).

following list (l) CNNI, (2) Cartoon Asia, (3) Newsource
DNEW, (4) Cartoon Taiwan, (5) Cartoon Macau, (6) Cartoon
Philippines, (7) Caaoon Aushalia and (S) TCM Australia."
(tF, QIO "Old fashioned analogue notes: Asia Plus 3640H2
has stereo audio with left 5.55, right 6.20; Star Sports on
3800H2 (English) is stereo left 5.94, right 6.20; [V] Asia
3840H2 has left 5.55, right 6.20; Phoenix 39Z0Hz has left
5.55, right 6.20. Also Pakistan TV at 4l40vt has a radio
service (7.50) but apparently not 24 hour., (HE, NSW)

InSat 2El&34: "The SCPC on 3683Vt is gone, as is 3693Vt.
These SCPCs have moved to a new MCPC on 3643Vt, Sr
19.5312, 3/4 with (l) Asianer Global (FTA, Indian), (2)
Asianet Digital (FTA, Indian), (3) Jeevan (a new Indian
service). This must be on \ride beam' because it plays fine on
a l.8m in NSW." @. Mitchell, NSW)

Iptelsat 604/1578: Satellite has drifted to this resting spor,
could be activated on C and spot-beam Ku as early as
late-August; reports encouraged! This is an inclined orbit bird,
scheduled for replaceme,nt (705) mid Dcember 2003.

Intelsat 701/1EQE: "My eMTech 100 plays American
Forces Network audio bouquet (3 channels, SR 3.680, 2/3,
4I75LHC) on 1.8m." @. Mitchell, NSW)

WlTl{ THE OBSERVERS: Reports of new programmers, ohanges in established programming sources are
endouraged from readers throughout the Pacific and Asian regions. Information shared here is an important
tool in our ever expanding satellite TV universe. Photos of yourself, your equipment or off-air photos taken
from your TV screen are welcomed. TV screen photos: tf PAL or SECAM, set camera to f3.b-f5 at l/lSth
second with ASA 1o0 film; for NTSC, change shutter speed to 1/30th. Use no flash, set camera on tripod

or hold steady. Alternately submit any VHS speed, format reception directly to SaIFACTS and we will
photograph for you. Deadline for September 15th issue: September 1 by mail or bpM NZ September 3rd if

by fax to 64-9-406-1O83 or Email skyking@ctear.net.nz.
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Towards a "Cam-Less" Society
Three letters of notification are circulating within the pay-TV community which are of interest to us as an industry. The first,
undated but written early in July, is over the sigrature of Christine MAURY PANIS, VP and General Counsel for Viaccess

Technolory and Marc du PELOUX, IRD Sales and Licensing managing for the same firm. In part, it reads:
"We hereby notify all partners licerued under the VIACCESS technologt that VIACCESS has terminated on July l, 2002 its
licerae agreement with Korean manufacturer Humax due to constqnt and numerous breaches to its license obligations, such

breaches having seriously harmed VIACCESS licensed operators, manufacturers and distributors."
In a separate (July 29) letter, addressed to Martin Kaufinann of SCM Microsystems GmbH and dated July 29th, Ole

Hansvold who is Chief Operating Offrcer of Conax AS (an encryption system provider) wrote:
"Conae AS itself is currently the only authorised provider of Common Interface modules compatible with the Conax AS

conditional qccess systems. Conu AS has not licensed any (other) party to provide Common Interface modules."
A third letter dated July 24 over the signature of Daniel Thunberg, Account Manager STB for Irdeto Access, also to SCM

Microsystems' Martin Kauftnan, reads in part:
"SCM Microsystems is currently the only licensed manufacturer of lrdeto Access Common Interface modules. The

manufacture, distribution, or sale of Common Interface CAMs thqt are compatiblewith lrdeto Access CA systems by any
other parties other than SCM ... is an abuse of the intellectual property rights of lrdeto Access thot may have legal

cowequences."
We asked Rolf Deubel to comment on these recent disclosures.

"The manufacturer's panic can clearly be read between the lines. They realise that their'fantastic license to print money' is
slowly breaking apart. You do not need a 'licensed' XYZ Cl module to decrypt CAS protected pay-TV content! Well - what
does that mean? Simple and easy. Developers and manufacturers of 'universal' CI CAMs have clearly shown that the 'secrets'

of the (original) encryption system are actually NOT needed to decrypt protected content, if one follows simple DVB standard
rules and tells the unit'where'to look for'what'to decrypt!

"Let me put this another way: A CI module does NOT use the same algo as the smartcard; the smartcard is - with the
universal CI - still needed to decrypt the data stream (unlike the highly threatening so called 'FreeCAMs' where no smartcard
is needed at all). This means that the CI more or less just identifies which CAS is used and transfers this info to the smartcard.
This info consists of CA ID word (Conditional Access Identifier word - a word in computer language is 2 By'tes) e.g. 0600 for
IRDETO or 1800 for NagraVision and even MDS (used by TARBS) has a CA ID which is 2500. Furthermore, the PMC
needs to be identified where the PMC is the ECM PID. That's more or less it! Once this information is known, the smartcard
can do the rest!

"Or - yet another way: Contrary to popular belief (and contrary to what some people want to make you believe) the CAM is
not a relevant component in a well designed Conditional Access system. All it does (with relevance to the CA
implementation) is filter the appropriate messages from the ECM and EMM datastreams, based upon a set of parameters
provided by the card dwing the initialisation procedure, and send them to said card. If the subscriber is authorised
(authorisation is performed by evaluation of the EMMs) the card will return the currently valid control word to the CAM upon
reception of an ECM. The CAM in turn will feed this control word as a key to the CSA descrambler, which performs the
actual descrambling / decryption of the MPEG data streams -- end of story for the involvement of the CI / CAM. So, as long
as the framing of the messages (ECM/EMM) in question are left unchanged, the payload can be changed at will without the
need for new CA equipment at the point of reception. That's why Irdeto2 works on the oldest PACE (DGT) 4/500 equipment
in South Africa. The impression that these '2' versions are actually new systems is completely offthe mark. They are 'just' new
cards - but since the point in smartcard based CA systems is that the card is the only relevant piece of cryptographic
equipment at the point of reception, that will easily suffice in rendering screens black.

"Now... any Tom, Dick or Harry can have his own CI developed which can identi$, and answer - and nothing else is done in
a CI - smartcard requests! What the guys from the CAS companies are trying to say is, that you can not work with house
numbers (PMC) and street names (CA ID) because they have licensed them for their own city. This is a joke and has nothing
to do with the CAS itself where the 'secrets' are in the smartcard and the way the algo is applied to the stream by the
smartcard.tt

And this further Rolf Deubel provided ,translation' of a news report appearing in Germany.
"ln a police action raid on Friday 02.08.2002 a Spanish citlz'z;enhas been arrested in Hamburg after selling more than 3,000

D-Box2 (which have been embezzled from German Pay-Tv provider "Premiere") on various Internet auctions. When his
premises were searched, police fourd more than 10,000 Premiere smartcards and more importantly lists with names and
addresses of people who bought the stolen goods from the Spanish man. In a second police action in Munich at the same time
an Italian citizen was arrested who supplied the D-Boxes to the man in Hamburg. +/- 110,000 Euro in cash was also seized
during the search. The D-Box2, which is not freely available for digital satellite viewing, was developed by German
BetaResearch and manufactured for Premiere by NOKIA of Finland, SAGEM of France and Dutch manufacturer Philips
exclusively for Premiere at a price of 599 Euro each. Premiere offered the box to potential new clients in conjunction with a
new 6 month subscription for 299 Euro or 7.50 Euro monthly rent hoping the new client would like the service and extend
the contract. The seized boxes were mainly boxes (originally) taken on a rental basis for 7.50 Euro but never returned to the
legal owner Premiere. Investigations are going on to get the illegally auctioned boxed back to the legal owner Premiere

"The D-Box2 has become famous because it is the frst satellite box able to be modified to operate with 'Open Source'
operating system LINUX and has promptly been accepted by German Hackers to be modified to work under LINUX without
a smartcard. SaIFACTS will detail in its October issue how the German press openly reported about'How Premiere and the
D-Box2 are hacked'to watch Pay-Tv without paying; in the December issue SatFACTS will then bring a "Big D-Box2 report"
on hardware and LINUX as an operating system for a satellite STB (SetTopBox).



JcSat2-8/154E: Brief flurry of excitement as a test feed
originating at Utah's BYU-TV appeared here (3915Vt, Sr
3.426, 3/4) for around ten days late in July. Signal variously
reported as, "strongest C-band ever seen," when operating
(unmodulated carrier still there August 5) with 80cm able to
lock & load in Perth. Now thafs sfong! On the other hand,
some Hyundai IRDs would not load it at all.

Ootus B1/156E: "Net 7 correct frequency is 12.397H2,
mostly transmitting ATN-7 Sydney. Net 9 parameters given

THf, SATTfi.CTS PJT.RTS STORE
d-BOX 1: ZMB RAII{ chip (see p. 15, SF#96) USS25

d-BOX 1: 1MB 29F800 Ftash (see p. 15, SF#95) USS29
d-BOX 1: AC3 Dotby extension kit for digital audio

output (see future issue 5F) US539
d-BOX 1: Pre-programmed AMON 4.127C512 EPROM

inc. PLCC socket. US539
Humax 54002: 45 pin Molex socket for patching

bootloader (see future issue 5F) U5$24
How to order:

Visa or Mastercard only; no cheques, no cash, no box
tops, no coupons.

1) Suppty name from card, card 16 digit number,
expiration date

2) Suppty ship-to name and address
3) Fax to ++64-9-406-1083 (maximum security) or

Emait with subject line "Parts" to skyking@clear.net.nz or
mail information to "Parts, SaIFACTS, PO Box 330,

Mangonui, Far North, New Zeatand." Shipment vla airmait,
next day shipment except when back ordered! Airmait
postage witt be added on top of merchandise amount.

FAT CAM modifications
(ALL-CAM o r  5 in1  Mu l t iC ryp t -CAM)

Faulty CI repairs, Faulty CAM repairs
Originator-Developer of the futuristic

all-region, all-mode GLOBAL Cl

Digi ta l  Sales,  Digi ta l  House
Byron Crescent, Coppull,  Chorley, Lancashire, UK

www.dig i ta lsa les.co.uk
sa les@dig i ta l sa les .co .  uk

(l2.5l2Hz"Sr 5.632,3/4) will not load although strong signal
present. ABC HDTV Sr 14.300, 7/8 now operating 12.60311z.,
12.626H2, 12.643H2, 12.67 OHz, 12.688H2 and 12.7 06H2..

Ootus B3/160E: "TBN ftom USA has joined Mediasat/
Globecast bouquet (channel 6), VPID 1660, APID 1620.' (S.
Myers, NZ)

Palapa C2IW113E: "TV5 analogue 4l60Hzhas programme
audio now on 6.60, plus radio service 7.20. Indonesian MIIX
is correctly 4000/1l50Hz as follows: (l) Channel News Asia
(FTA PAL), (2) QChannel (FTA PAL), (3) SWARA (FTA
pAL), (4y(5y(6) FTA test cards." (FS, NSW) "RCTI

3473H2, Sr 8.000, 3/4 loads as two programme channels: (l)
rcti (FTA PAL) and (2)rclr? (FTA PAL)." (IF, Qld.)

PanAmSat PAS?/1698: "TVB Mux, 4026Vt, Sr 22.000,
3/4 now has 8 TV channels (previously 6) of which #7 remains
FTA (TVBS-N USA).' (IF, Queensland) "Fox Bouquet
3992Vt, Sr 26.470,7/8 only has channel 3 - typically NTSC
test card - FTA; channel 5's Fox News USA is CA." (NS,
NSW)

PanAmSat PASS/166.5E: "NIME World testing 406OHz
(NHK bouquet), FTA, 5r26.470,3/4." (Andrew, Qld) 'ESPN

FTA for a week, now back CA with new numbers:4020H15r
26.470,3/a as (l) Brazil, (2) ESPN2, (3) ESPN, (4) Latin "A",
(5) Latin "8", (6) tulantic, (7) Pac Rim and (8) Syndication
NTSC.' (D. Mitchell, NSW). "Filipino mux (3880V1, Sr
28.694,3/4)may have increased power - can now load for first
time. MYX (channel) is FTA, Nokia loads 26 services, many
radio." (8. Oliver, Victoria) "NHK Bouquet should be listed
as 4060H2, Sr 26.4'10,3/4.' (IF, Qld)

Thaicom 3/7E.5E: "IRIB3 has replaced test card on3640Hz,
St28.064,3/4; VPID 523, APID 641.'(8. Richards)

nobody - nobodlr- l[O3OD:fl
does it better than AvCOMM

for Australia SaIFACTS Subscriptions!

UE are THE SOUKE for
SaIFACTS Monthly throughout

A1l, of Australia!

AutOllll Ftt Ltd.
Email cgarry@avcomm,com. au

telephone 02 9939 4377

Introduclng the new and exciting

WinTV-DVBs Nexus PCI Card

Hcuppouge Win-TV Nexus $A499
Add-on Cl Module odcpler $A195

Prices: EX Aust GST & Postage
and, we ship world-wide!

P.0. Bor 169lrlidland U.A. 6936
Pll/+61 E 92t5 3535 Far/+61 I9250 2071

llobile 0412 948 e8t

More information on this gr€at product at
www.videowall.iS.com



Sign-off

Polarity Addendum
Back in the analogue days, you knew you had cross pole

interference because the transponder you were peaking was
degraded even when the sigral was strong enough to have
been "clean." Analogue cross-pole usually manifests as
sparklies - a signal registering 12 dB CAIR should not tnve
sparklies. On occasion, the cross pole produced sparklies and
some weird herringbone lines that pulsed or "modulated"

while the PLL (demodulator) attempted to "track" the
unwanted information.

Digital cross-pole most frequently appears as a locking of
the desired image when you know there is enough signal
present to have flawless video. It may also appear as random
pixelations, often attacking only a small segment of the screen
(such as a rectangle in mid-screen). As the drawing on p. 7
illustates, whether you are adjusting a dual-polarity
(ortho-mode) sipal divider or a simplistic LNB(f;, the
mechanical "width" ofthe null adjustnent is but a tiny fraction
of the very broad "peak" on the ma:<imum signal adjustment.
In other words, if you only adjustfor peaksignal, you can be
sloppily off by 0.1 to 1.5 dB from peak signal and cover a
mechanical adjustrnent window of perhaps between 6.30PM
and nearly 8.30PM on a clock face. There is no mystery why
our twin photos (p. 8, this issue) of Sky NZ installations show
such a variety of LNB(f) "settings" - after a few dozen installs
the installer no longer "bo'hetr" to check for peak sigral; he
simply cranks the LNB(D to the position where he has been

ma:rimum sigtal exists (such as "the 8 o'clock spot")
pq up the hardware.

not because it is correct. or skilful but
New Zealand on Optus 81, there is no

polarity signal level which might create
it is not acceptable.

"trick" is to set up on the pole you do not want
monitor the signal level ("AGC signal" on this

:strong 26201from a robust signal on the opposite
pqlarity. When no SpecAn is available, this is the

next best measurement approach.

YOU can "see" the logic in most C-band ortho-mode
couplers. The signals come in through the feed
scalar system, "down" (up in this photo) the

"throat" (waveguide tube) and "straight through,"
directly in a straight line, to the (Chaparral) LNB at

the top. Likewise, the "coupled" port is tacked onto
the side off to the left.

Recent letters appearing in major NZ newspapers and news
articles have highlighted that because Sky NZ has elected
60cm size dishes for a major portion of the country, rain
"fades" (loss of signal created by degradation when it rains
hard) have now become a major soluce of customer irritation.

Sky has been defending their commercial decision not to use
a slightly larger dish (72cm was their next plateau) because,
they claim, "people would not want the larger dish on their
house." It is very unlikely people were ever given that choice
- a72cm with I dB more rain fade protection over a 60cm. It
is equally unlikely that an installer "pointing" the LNB(f) at
6PM or 9PM is giving the home the best signal possible. We
ran a 60cm dish through the paces with the LNB(fl at every
half-hour setting between 6PM and 9PM and found as much
as 1.5 dB signal loss at the extremes. That is the difference
between 60cm and 80cm.

Peter Lacey suggests the installers doing sloppy installs are
not equipped with adequate test equipment, or knowledge. He
backs up his belief by pointing at installs he has checked after
the installer had left the job. We tried the same approach here
in northern NZ and found we could always - every time out of
ten we tested on - find at least 0.5 dB more sigrral above the
level present when we plugged in. The average was 1.1 dB
more afier we tweaked - which is a very big number when it
comes to protecting against rain "fades." If installers were sent
back to correct their mistakes at their own expense, they
would make fewer. And if installen don't possess a suitable
meter to do it right the first time, perhaps they should not be
installers. If I was in charge, installers who failed to hit within
0.5 dB of maximum signal on installs would forfeit 50%o of
their installation fee. Those falling between 0.5 and 1.5 would
lose 75%o of the fee. Anything over 1.5 dB would be 100%
forfeiture. Should they fall over 1.0 dB on 60Yo of installs
checked, to probational status for 30 days (losing their job if
things didn't improve dramatically). And that would put a big
dent in subscriber complaints. Fasr.



They look the same - but they don't work the same!

Full coverage 950 - 2250IvftIz (of course that includes both Canal-Plus
services centred at 1225 and 1860 L-band). Expanded bandwidth with

the capacity to rebroadcast both transponders equally through our
Passive Logi or Discone transmit antennas.

WTDEBAND (9s0 - 22s0) BDA-33F
covering full L band range including

French Canal + 1860 arld 1225 L-band
transponders through Intelsat I70 1,

Ku. Full package including BDA-33F,
Discone or Passive logi transmit,

Active Logi receive. Only US$295
plus air parcel postage!

STANDARD BDA-33 for services
requiring 950 -1450 L-Band

rebroadcast. Package including
BDA-33, Discone or Passive Logi

transmit antenna, Active Logi
(amplifie d) 2l dB gain receiver

antenna. Just US$295 plus air parcel
postage!
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The BDA-33 is inserted into the coaxial line presently connecting your satellite receiver / IRD to the
LNB(f). The BDA-33 can insert into this line at any point - simply cut the RG6, install two new "F"

fittings and plug it in (left). The remaining (third) BDA-33 connector goes to the SDS L-band
transmit antenna - a 360 degree coverage "Discone" or a 60 degree coverage "Passive Logi" -
depending upon your coverage needs (middle). Power for the BDA-33A is supptied by the satellite
receiver / IRD which continues to also supply power to your LNB(f).

The BDA-33 is a "Bandpass Driver Ampl i f ier" or "Linear Translator."  l t  samples the ful l
L 'band signals coming from the LNB(f) ,  removing just enough signal f rorn the LNB(f)  to "dr ive"

a powerful  in-bui l t  L-band ampl i f ier.  This ampl i f ied L-band product,  the same frequencies as
the LNB(f)  created and each signal in i ts or iginal  format ( i .e. ,  analogue stays analogue, digi tal
remains digi tal) ,  is then broadcast through the air  using the SDS L-band transmit  antenna. FTA

signals remain unaltered FTA, CA signals remain
unaltered CA.

With the signal 'in the air" through the SDS transmit antenna, all you need to receive the full range
of L-band signals produced by the LNB(f) is a SDS L-band receiving antenna and one (or more)
standard satellite receivers (right hand diagram). This is the "shared dish system" concept - one
dish producing L-band signals through a LNB(f), resent through the air to other receivers. lt is"wireless" sharing of services - and with appropriate system planning will provide LOS (line of
sight) coverage over path lengths to several kilometres or non-LOS coverage through walls and
vegetation over several hundred metres.

SDStv.com
Limited

Creative technolog,tfor TVRO & DTH Shared Dish Systems
PO Box 30, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand

tel ++64 9 4061282. fax++64 9 406 1083
r Email skyking@clear.net.nz . hffp://www.sdstv.com



Nokia dbox Mods? cl-box2 functions ancl mods? Humax after-market
software? FatcAM conversion to Multicrypt???

The worlcl is rapidly moving into an evolutionary phase where cAMs are
ancient history, ancl for some purposes smart cards will be replaced with

emulator software.
SatFACTS will keep you up to date providing information you require to

evaluate your own receiver system options.

l

n ENTER my 12 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with next issue; rates below.
n ENTER my 36 MONTH subscription to SatFACTS starting with next issue; rates below.

My name

Company (if applicable)

Mailing address

Town or city Province/state/postal code _ Country
Amount to send (or ask us to charge your credit card - see separate form below):

One Year / 12 months: NZ address? NZ$70; Australian or Pacific Islands address? A$96. European
(Eu) region? 75 Euros; Anyplace else? US$75.

Three Years / 36 months: NZ - NZ$160; Australia + Pacific - A$221;Europe - 170 Euros; Elsewhere
- US$170. If by credit card (VISA or Mastercard only!) complete below.

Payine by cheque? Send to SatFACTS, PO Box 330, Mangonui, Far North, New Zealand

Please charge my VISAA4ASTERCARD as follows:
card # expires_/_
Name ur upp"*t o" card
tl ONg Year of SatFACTS
n THREE Years of SatFACTS (NZ$160, A$220,8u170, US$170)
n tng+OZ: MATV Systems. Coop explains how master antenna systems work, how they should be
designed and installed. A complete course in wiring motel, hotel, office, large homes. ($15 all areas)
n T89404: Home Satellite Dish Systems. Coop gently leads you through G technology of the home
dish, explains what each part does and how to trouble shoot an ailing system. ($15 all areas)
f tngms: satellite tq Room Systems. A combination of master antenna technolory and home satellite
system knowledge. You learn how to "mix and match" terrestrial and satellite signals in one piece of
cable so every set connected receives all channels on demand. ($15 all areas)
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MTI AP82XT2
Twin output universal LNBF
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lrdeto v2.09 &
Aston Mediaguard v1 .05

Dagatron SM-l0
Satellite signal level meter




